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City-To'wn ~ounty · 
r~rca~a Lake Richland 
At17-ntic Beach Horry 
Blaney Kershaw 
I 
/ Boyden Arbor Richland 
Central Pacolet · · Spartanburg 
City View Greenville 
\ 
Coward Florence 
Town of Edisto Charleston 
Beach 
Elgin Kershaw 
Forest Lake Richland 
Gifford Hampton 
Goose Creek Berkeley 
Great Falls Chester 
Hollywood Charleston 
Isle of Palms Charleston 
Jamestown Berkeley 
Town of Lyman Spartanburg 
New Ellenton Aiken 
North Myrtle Beach Horry 
Pacolet Park Spartanburg 
Pelyer Anderson 
Pine Ridge Lexingtcn 





South Congaree · Lexington 
Springdale Lexington 
Stuckey Williamsburg 
Surfside Beach Horry 
Ware Shoals Greenwood & 
Abbeville 
Woodside dre~nville 
* Information recorded fro~ card file 
Office. · 





Nov. 3, 1959 
June 30, 1966 
Oct. 11, 1962 
Nov. 3, 1959 
Sept. 14, 1955 
Jan. 8, 1960 
May 7, 1963 
Dec. 18, 1970 
Oct. 11, 1962 
March 9, 1951 
March 7, 1972 
March 22, 1961 
May 16, 1968 
Dec. 3, 1949 
Jan. 12, 1953 
Aug. 6, 1957 
May 14, 1954 
April 26, 1952 
May 7, 1968 
July 29, 1955 
March 17, 1952 
June 2, 1958 
July 7, 1967 
Nov. 14, 1949 
May 4, 1960 
Feb. 23, 19 52 
May 20, 1949 
Aug. 8, 1957 
June 1 7, 1 9 55 
Aug. 10, 1953 
March 14, 1964 
Jan. 1 7, 1 9 6 7 
July 20, 1950 
• 
Notes 
N arne changed to 
Elgin 
\ ._Name changed 
.. from Blaney 
\ ·,  
' 
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We are transmitting to you herewith the third printing of Pamphlet No. 8, 
prepared by the South Carolina State Planning Board, revised and brought 
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This printing has been made necessary by the heavy demand for copies of 
this publication. Requests are continually being received from individuals, 
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opment of South Carolina. 
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Director. 
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SECTION 1. 
POST OFFICES, EXPRESS OFFICES, HIGHWAY FACILITIES, MOTOR LINES, 
RAIL SERVICE, POWER AND TELEPHONE UTILITIES 
Section I is divided into Tables A and B. 
Post Offices are designated in Table A by the symbol "*". 
Express Offices are designated in Table A by the letter "x". 
U. S. and State Highways are tabulated in separate columns of Table A, 
while feeder county roads have been omitted. All highways do not pass 
directly through some of the population centers as listed, but do constitute 
the highway facilities within a mile radius. 
Passenger and freight motor lines as well as the rail services have been 
listed in separate columns in Table A. 
Privately and publicly owned power generating companies and distribution 
systems are also included in Table A. Service is either already rendered or 
available as indicated. 









































ABBREVIATIONS USED IN TABLE A 
RAILROAD ABBREVIATIONS 
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad 
Bennettsville & Cheraw Railroad 
Blue Ridge Railway 
Buffalo, Union-Carolina Railroad 
Carolina & Northwestern Railway 
Charleston & Western Carolina Railway 
Carolina Western 
Clinchfield Railroad Company 
Columbia, Newberry & Laurens Railroad 











Georgia & Florida Railroad 
Greenville & Northern Railway 
Hampton & Branchville Railroad 
Lancaster & Chester Railway 
Piedmont & Northern Railway 
Pickens Railroad 
Rockton & Rion Railway 
Seaboard Air Line Railway 
Southern Railway 
Ware Shoals Railroad 
UTILITY ABBREVIATIONS 
Privately Owned 
Belton Light & Power Co. 
Carolina Power & Light Co. 
Duke Power Co. 
Heath Springs Light & Power Co. 
Kershaw Oil Mill 
Electric Companies 
LP Lockhart Power Co. 
SCE&G S. C. Electric & Gas Co. 
SOP South Carolina Power Co. 
TEO The Electric Co. 
WPC Waccamaw Power Co. 
Publicly Owned (federally Financed) Electric Systems (REA Co-ops) 
Aiken Electric Co-op., Inc. Marion Marion Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Berkeley Electric Co-op., Inc. Marl Marlboro Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Black River Electric Co-op., Inc, Mid-Car Mid-Carolina Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Blue Ridge Electric Co-op., Inc. Newb Newberry Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Broad River Electric Co-op., Inc. Palm Palmetto Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Coastal Electric Co-op., Inc. PD Pee Dee Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Edisto Electric Co-op., Inc. Salk Salkahatchie Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Fairfield Electric Co-op., Inc. SCPSA S. C. Public Service Authority 
Greenwood Co. Electric Power Comm. Santee Santee Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Horry Electric Co-op., Inc. Tri-Co Tri-County Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Laurens Electric Co-op., Inc. York York County Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Little River Electric Co-op., Inc. Rich Richland County Co-op., Inc. 
Lynches River Electric Co-op., Inc. 
Municipally Owned Utilities 
Abbeville Water & Electric Plant LPW Laurens Com. o£ Public Works 
Bennettsville Electric & Water Plant McCPW McCormick Comm. o£ Public Works 
Bamberg Board o£ Public Works NCPW Newberry Com. o£ Public Works 
Clinton Light & Water Plant 96 PW Ninety Six Com. o£ Public Works 
Camden Municipal Utilities OW &L Orangeburg Water & Light Plant 
Due West Electric Light Dept. PCPW Prosperity Com. o£ Public Works 
Easley City Light & Water Plant RHLD Rock Hill 
Georgetown Board o£ Public Works SL& W Seneca Light & Water Plant 
Greenwood Commrs. o£ Public Works UME&W Union Municipal Elec. Lt. & Wtr. Wks. 
Gaffney Board o£ Public Works WCPW Westminster Comm. of Public Works 

































MOTOR LINE SERVICE ABBREVIATIONS 
.Atlantic Greyhound Corp. 
Blue Bir.d Cab Co. 
Colonial Bus Line 
C. R. Mooneyham, Columbia 
Carolina Stages 
Carolina Scenic Coach Lines 
Dillon Lakeview Transit Co. 
Eagle Bus Lines, Inc. 
Greenville Cab Co. 
Greensboro-Fayetteville Bus Lines, Inc. 
Gray Line Tours, Inc. 
Georgetown Transportation Co. 
Hall Bus Lines 
Horry Coach Lines 
Hamish Turner, Spartanburg 
.Atlantic States Motor Lines, Inc. 
.Associated Transport, Inc. 
.American Trucking Co. 
B. N. Motor Lines 
Bradshaw Weathers Motor Lines 
Carolina Express, Inc. 
0 and P Transportation Co. 
Cotton States Motor Lines, Inc. 
Due West Motor Line 
ET and WNC Transportation Co. 
Great Southern Trucking Co. 
Harris Motor Lines, Inc. 
Huckabee Transport Corp. 
Hughes Transportation Co. 
Inland Waterways Transportation Co. 
































J. H. Wood, Spartanburg 
J. J. Cook, Iva 
L. E. Woodie, Beaufort 
Mingo Bus Lines 
N esbitt-Patterson, Columbia 
Pan-American Greyhound Lines, Inc. 
Pee Dee Coach Lines, Inc. 
Queen City Coach Co. 
Spartan Coach Co. 
Southeastern Stages, Inc. 
Smoky Mountain Stages, Inc. 
Victor Bus Co. 
Valley Coaches, Inc. 
Well born Bus Line 
l.Jong Motor Lines 
E. L. Long Motor Lines 
Lowther Trucking Co . 
L. R. Powell and Henry W. Anderson, 
Receivers, S . .A. L. Railway 
Miller Motor Express 
Milk Transport Co. 
Packet Delivery Co. 
Pee Dee Express, Inc. 
Peoples Motor Express, Inc. 
Palmetto Motor Express Lines 
Pickens Railroad Co. 
R. C. Motor Lines, Inc. 
Railway Express .Agency 
Robinson Transfer Motor Lines, Inc. 
W. M. Reeves 
Note: This pamphlet includes only those trucking lines which are licensed by the S. C. Public Service Com-
mission. Lines operating through points in the State on Interstate Commerce Commission license only 
can be ascertained by contacting : 
9 
INTERSTATE CoMMERCE CoMMISSION 
Bureau of Motor Carriers 
Creason Building 
Columbia S. C. 
TABLE A 
POST OFFICES, EXPRESS OFFICES, HIGHWAY FACILITIES, MOTOR LINES, RAIL SERVICE, AND POWER UTILITIES 
*-Denotes Post Office 
x-Denotes Railway Express Office 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County S.C. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
x* Abbeville Abbeville 20-72-71 AG-JJC- LML SAL AW&E 
203 HT-QC 
Ada Union SMS SAL 
*Adamsburg Union 9 CS-CSCL HT-PMXL-AT Sou LP 
Adams Crossing Oconee 131 BR 
x*AdamsRun Charleston 174 17 AG-GL HTC SCP 
Adger Fairfield 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou Fair 
x*Adrian Horry 701 QC ACL Horry 
x*Aiken Aiken 19-106- 1-78 AG-SES-VC RE-HT-AS- Sou SCP 
215 CS-SMS CS-L&H-
HTC-LR 
Air lee Chester 321 SMS-QC AT C&NW Duke 
..... Airy Hall Colleton 323 SAL Coast 
0 
Albemarle Charleston SES SAL SCP 61 
x*Alcolu Clarendon 258 521 AG HT ACL Black 
AI cot Lee 159 15 AG HT-LR SAL CP&L 
Allen Horry 701 QC ACL SCPSA 
x* Allendale Allendale 3-28-73 PA-SES-QC HTC C&WC-Sou SCP 
337-508 
*Allsbrook Horry 904 ACL SCPSA 
Acton Richland 26 ACL Tri-Co 
Alston Fairfield Sou 
Alvin Berkeley 45 Berk 
Am an Lee SAL CP&L 
x*Anderson Anderson 24-28-81 29-76 AG-CS-HT L&H-HT-AS- P&N-C&WC- Duke 
249-80 178 JJC-QC ATC-LML-GS- BR 
AT-MM-LML 
*Andrews Georgetown 511-515 521 AG-GTC-PDC IW SAL CP&L 
x*Angelus Chesterfield 910 Lynch 
Antioch Edgefield 23 Aiken 
Antreville Abbeville 28-184-20 CMBL-HT Duke 
284 QC 
Appalachee Mill Spartanburg Duke 
•Appleton Allendale 28 SES HTC C&WC Edisto 
x*Arcadia Spartanburg 221 PMXL Duke 
Arden Richland 5 21 AG-PA HTC-HT-L&H SCE&G 
*Arial Pickens 8 Duke 
Arkwright Spartanburg 221 CSCL-CS AT Duke 




Arthur Lexington 1 AG-CS CS-L&H- Sou SCE&G 
RE-LR 
x*Ashepoo Colle ton 32 AG ACL Coast 
Ashland Lee 153-156 CP&L 
Ashleigh Barnwell 3 CS-HTC Sou Salk 
Ashley Junction Charleston 52 AG PM-HT-L&H ACL SOP 
Ashley Phosphate Charleston 52-78 SES-AG MTC-CS-PM- Sou SOP 
HT-L&H-ATC 
*Ashton Colleton 630 H&B Coast 
Ashwood Lee 15 L&H-HT-LR SAL CP&L 
*Atkins Lee 76 AG HT ACL CP&L 
Atlantic Beach Horry 17 AG IW-HTC-PC SOP SA 
Atlanticville Charleston 703 SOP 
........ Auburn Darlington 155-109 PMXL ACL CP&L ........ 
Averill Allendale C&WC 
*Awendaw Charleston 17-701 AG IW-PC-HTC SOP 
Ayers Marlboro 15 B&C CP&L 
x*Aynor Horry 510 501 HT CP&L 
*Badham Dorchester 78 SES CS-MT-HT Sou SOP 
*Baldock Allendale 28-37 SES HTC C&WC Edisto 
Bald Rock Union 9 CS-CSCL AT-HT Sou 
*Baldwin Mills Chester 
*Ballentine Richland 2-6 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT CN&L SCE&G 
x*Bamberg Bamberg 33-36 78 QC-SES HTC-CS-HT Sou SOP 
362 (Wholesale) 
Bannockburn Florence 52-301 AG-QC PC-HT ACL CP&L 
Barber Calhoun 316 ACL SCE&G 
Barksdale Laurens 228-2 276 AG-EBL ET&WNC- C&WC Duke 
AT-BNM-
LML-HT-RT 
Barnes Anderson 824 C&WC Little 
x*Barnwell Barnwell 3-37-64- PA-SES NM-ET ACL-Sou SOP 
70-371 CS-HTC 
Barr Lexington Sou Mid-Car 
Barl'elville Charleston 174 GL SAL-ACL SOP 
TABLE A-{Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County S.C. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
Barton Allendale 3-361 Sou Edisto 
Bascom ville Chester 9-99 cs HT L&C Duke 
Basham Jasper 17 AG-PA HTC-RCM ACL SCP 
x*Batesburg Lexington 23-391 1-178 AG RE-HT Sou SCE&G 
Saluda BNM-AT-CS L&H-RE-LR 
Batesville Greenville 14 AT Duke 
x*Bath Aiken 1-78 SMS-QC-AG- LR-RE-HTC- Sou SCP 
SES-VC L&H-AT-AS-
CS-HT 
Baton Rouge Chester 722 Fair 
Battle Creek Oconee 
Bayboro Horry 701 QC Horry 
Baynham Edgefield Sou 
Beach Island Aiken 781-28 SES-QC HTC C&WC SCP 
xBeauford 's Bridge Bamberg SCP 
x•Beaufort Beaufort 281-285 21 AG-LEW IW C&WC SCP 
1-' x*Belton Anderson 20-247 76-178 HT-CS L&H-HT- BR-P&N Bel L&P 1:0 
GS-LML Sou 
•Belvedere Aiken 126 25 CSCL-VS RE-HT SCP 
Ben Avon Spartanburg 9 176 CSCL-CS PMXL-AT-HT Duke 
Bennett Charleston 642 ACL SCP 
Bennetts Spartanburg 176 CSCL PMXL-HT Sou Duke 
*Bennetts Point Clarendon 
x*Bennettsville Marlboro 9-38-79- 15 AG-QC LH-LR-HT ACL-B&C BE&W 
382 
Berlin Aiken 215 AG cs Sou Aiken 
Berry Hill Charleston 162 GL ACL SCP 
Berrys Dillon 34 QC ACL CP&L 
Bethany York 55-161 York 
Breslea Charleston 165 ACL SCP 
*Bethera Berkeley 511 CBL SAL CP&L 
Beverly Pickens 13 AG-WBL AT-AS-GS- Sou Blue 
L&H-LML-HT 
x*Bethune Kershaw 341-346 1 AG-GFB HT SAL CP&L 
Bingham Dillon 34 QC PD ACL Marion 
Birch Florence SAL CP&L 
x*Bishopville Lee 34-154- 15 AG HT-PC-LR ACL-SAL CP&L 
341 
Black Greenwood 178 cs LML Sou-P&N GEPC 
Blacks Saluda 234-3 SCE&G 




x*Blackstock Fairfield-Chester 229 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou Fair 
x*Blackville Barnwell 3-304 78 QC-SES-PA HTC-CS-BNM Sou SCP 
x*Blairs Fairfield 222 Sou SCE&G 
Blairsville York 91 Duke 
Blakely Williamsburg 515 Santee 
Blakedale Greenwood 25-178 AG-CS LM-LML P&N GEPC 
x*Blaney Kershaw 270 1 AG SAL CP&L 
*Blenheim Marlboro 38-381- CP&L 
785 
Bloomville Clarendon 266 Santee 
Blossom Florence 51 PDC CE CP&L 
*Blue Brick Marion 301 QC ACL CP&L 
*Bluffton Beaufort 46-462 SCP 
x*Blythewood Richland 5 21 PA-AG HTC-L&H- Sou SCE&G 
ATC 
...... Boiling Springs Spartanburg 9 JHW-CS HT Duke 
~ 
Bolen Orangeburg 400 HT OW&L 
Boney Richland 5 21 AG-PA ATC-L&H Sou SCE&G 
Bonham Union 11 CSCL-CS AT Sou UME&W 
*Bonneau Berkeley 451 52 AG PC-L&H- ACL Berk 
PM-HT 
Bookman Richland 215 CSCL-AG HT Sou 
Bordeaux McCormick 821 C&WC SCP 
*Borden Sumter 
Bostick Florence SAL CP&L 
Bouknight Edgefield 19 CSCL AS-BNM Sou SCE&G 
*Bowling Green York 264 321 SMS-QC AT C&NW-Sou Duke 
*Bowman Orangeburg 2-121-410 178 HT-ATC SCE&G 
Boyd Jasper 170 SAL 
*Boy kin Kershaw 261 AG Sou CP&L 
Boynton Colleton ACL SCP 
*Bradley Greenwood 10-670 AG C&WC GEPC 
x*Branchville Orangeburg 121 21-78 PA-AG-SES HTC-CS- Sou SCP 
HT-ATC 
Brandon Greenville Duke 
*Bran wood Greenville 13-132 AG-WBL HT-AT-AS-GS- Duke 
L&H-LNL 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
Breeden Marlboro 79-384 QC Marl 
Brennan Charleston 615 ACL SOP 
Brent Sumter SAL CP&L 
Bristow Marlboro 38-388 CP&L 
Brighton Hampton 333 SOP 
Britton Sumter 521 AG HT ACL CP&L 
Broadway Sumter 120-538 ACL Duke 
Brockington Williamsburg 52 AG PC-HT-L&H ACL Santee 
Brogdon Sumter 521 AG L&H ACL CP&L 
Brownsville Marlboro 34-38 QC CP&L 
x*Brunson Hampton 28-338- PA-SES HTC-RMC C&WC SOP 
361 
Bryant Darlington 342 SAL Pee Dee 
Buckroe Dillon 57 QC SAL 
*Bucksport Horry QC IW SCPSA 
~ 
Bucks Swamp Dillon 301-501 QC HT ACL 
iol'- *Bucksville Horry IW Horry 
*Buffalo Union 355 176 SMS-CSCL HT BUC UME&W 
Bullock Creek York 91-322 QC-SMS Duke 
Bulls Orangeburg 121 ACL Tri-Co 
*Burgess Horry 544 SCPSA 
Burris Anderson 20 P&N Duke 
x*Burton Beaufort 214-280 21 AG IW C&WC SOP 
Bush Aiken 28 SES HTC C&WC 
Bynum Williamsburg 52 AG PC-HT-L&H ACL CP&L 
Byrds Dorchester 78 SES CS-MT-HT Sou Berk 
x*Cades Williamsburg 94 52 AG PC-L&H-HT ACL CP&L 
Cainhoy Berkeley 519-511 CBL Berk 
*Caesar's Head Greenville 276 Duke 
Caldwell Colle ton ACL SOP 
*Calhoun Falls Abbeville 72-82-721 AG-JJC LML C&WC-SAL SOP 
*Callison Greenwood 67 GEPC 
x*Camden Kershaw 34-97 1-521 AG-HT HT-GS SAL-Sou CMU 
*Camp Croft Spartanburg 9 CSCL PMXL-HT Duke 
Camp Sevier Greenville Duke 
x*Cameron Calhoun 31-33 HB-AG ACL SCE&G 
Campbell Anderson P&N Duke 
x*Campobello Spartanburg 11 176 CSCL-CS PMXL-HT Sou Duke 
Campton Spartanburg 176 CSCL PMXL Sou Duke 
Camp Wads worth Spartanburg 29 AG-SC AT-AS-GS- Sou Duke 
HML-BNL-
L&H-ATC 
x*Canadys Colle ton 65 15 CBL H&B SOP-Coastal 
Cane Savannah Sumter 763 ACL CP&L 
Car em Union 215 CSCL HT Sou LP 
x*Carlisle Union 72-112-215 CSCL-QC-SMS LR-AS-HT Sou-SAL SCE&G 
Carris Williamsburg 515 
*Cartersville Florence 76 AG HT-L&H ACL CP&L 
Cash Chesterfield 52 GFB-QC L&H ACL PD 
Cash ville Spartanburg 101 CS-SMS-CSCL PMXL Duke 
Caskey Lancaster 918 Sou Duke 
*Cassatt Kershaw 118 1 AG HT SAL Black 
*Catawba York 504 Sou-SAL Duke 
*Cateechee Pickens 137 Duke 
Causey Horry 76 QC ACL Horry 
Cave Allendale 3 HTC Sou SCP 
*Cayce Lexington 2-122-505 L&H-AG Sou-SAL SCE&G 
*Cedar Spring Spartanburg 176 CSCL PMXL-HT Duke 
~ x*Centenary Marion 57-175 PDC-QC SAL CP&L 
Center Edgefield 436 
Centerville Dillon 573 Marion 
x*Central Pickens 13-139 AG-WBL L&H-LML- Sou Duke 
HT-AT-
AS-GS 
x*Chapin Lexington 552-2-205 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT CN&L SCE&G 
x*Chappels Newberry 22-39-56 SMS-HT- LML Sou SCE&G 
QC-CSCL 
x*Charleston Charleston 61-525-614-615 701 AG-SES-HBL PC-L&H-CS- Sou-SAL SCP 
17-52-78 GL IW-PM-ATC- ACL 
MT-HT-HTC-
RMC 
*Charleston Shipyard Charleston SCP 
Cheddar Anderson 20 HT HT P&N-Sou Bel-L&P 
x*Cheraw Chesterfield 9 1-52 AG-QC C&P ACL-SAL CP&L 
GFB L&H-HT 
Cherokee Place Charleston 525 AG SCP 
*Cherokee Falls Cherokee 298 L&H Sou Broad 
Cherokee Springs Spartanburg 221 CS-CSCL AT Duke 
Cherry Grove Beach Horry 9 QC SCPS 
Cherry's Crossing Oconee BR 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County S.C. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
x*Chesnee Spartanburg 11-110 221 cs AT CR Duke 
x*Chester Chester 9-72-704 21 AT-AG-CS HT-PMXL- L&C-Sou Duke 
97-907 321 QC-PA-HT- L&H C&NW-SAL 
SMS LR-AS-MM-
ATC 
x*Chesterfield Chesterfield 9-85-100-102 QC L&H-HT-C&P CP&L 




Chicora Place Charleston 525 AG SCP 
Child burg Berkeley SAL Berk 
Childs Richland Sou 
China Darlington SAL CP&L 
Chisholm Beaufort SAL SCP 
....... City View Greenville 132 Duke 
~ Claremont Sumter 261 Sou Black 
*Clarks Hill McCormick 28 C&WC SCP 
*Claussen Florence 518 CP&L 
x*Clearwater Aiken 126 1-78 SMS-AG-QC- CS-HT-L&H- Sou Aiken 
SES-VC LR-HTC-RE-
AS 
x*Clemson Oconee 289-13-133 76 AG HT-L&H-AT Sou Duke 
Pickens HT-WBL AS-GS-LML Clemson College 
Cleora Edgefield 283 Aiken 




'*'Cleveland Greenville 11 276 AG-WBL L&H G&N Duke 




x*Clinton Laurens 56-72-308 76 AG-CS- HT SAL CL&W 
762 CSCL-EBL LR-AT- CN&L 
LML-BNM 
x*Clio Marlboro 9-381-574 QC HT SAL CP&L 
831-919 
x*Clover York 55 321 QC-SMS AT CN&W Duke 
Clyburn Kershaw 521 AG HT Sou CMU 
Clyde Darlington 147 Pee Dee 
Co all a Allendale 28 C&WC SCP 
Cokers Darlington 763 ACL Pee Dee 
Cokes bury Greenwood 246-254 Duke&GEPC 
Cold Point Laurens 39 221 CS-CSCL-QC AT C&WC Duke 
*College Place Richland 5-218 21 PA-AG-CS HT-ATC-L&H SCE&G 
Colleton Colleton ACL Coast 
Colliers Edgefield 230 Aiken 
x*Columbia Richland 5-12-43-48-16 1-21-76 CS-AG HTC Sou-SAL SCE&G 
215-555-760 CRM-EBL- LR-RE-HT- ACL-CN&L 
PA-CSCL BNM-L&H-
ATC 
Combahee Colleton ACL Coast 
*Conestee Greenville 294 GC Duke 
*Congaree Richland 769 ACL Tri-Co 
Connors Orangeburg 453 ACL SCP 





x*Conway Horry 90-503-905 501 AG-QC PC ACL SCPSA 
701 HBC IW-HT 
Cool Springs Horry 917 501 AG HT SCPSA 
*Coopers Williamsburg 175 PDC CP&L 
Coosaw Beaufort 21 AG IW SAL-C&WC SCP 
*Coosawhatchie Jasper 170-366 17 AG-SES-PA HTC-RCM ACL SCP 
x*Cope Orangeburg 33-332-70 QC CS-HTC ACL SCP 
Corbett Charleston 17 SAL SCP 
x*Cordesville Berkeley 402 CBL SAL Berk 
*Cordova Orangeburg 42-33 QC CS-HTC ACL SCE&G 
Cornwell Chester 534 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou Duke 
*Coronaca Greenwood 72-246 221 CS-QC LR C&WC GEPC 
SMS-CSCL 
Cosby Jasper 140 SAL 
Cothran Greenwood 815 Sou GEPC 
*Cottageville Colleton 651-64-783 SES H&B SCP 
x Courtenay Oconee 13-28-130 76 HT-WBL-AG AT-AS-GS- Sou Blue 
L&H-LML-HT 
*Coward Florence 52 AG-GFB-QC L&H-PC-HT ACL CP&L 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 




Crafton Edgefield 43 AG G&F Aiken 
Crescent Spartanburg 101 SMS-CS Duke 
Crescent Beach Horry 17 AG HTC-PC SCPSA 
x Creston Calhoun 6-33 HB ACL SCE&G 
Crete Pickens Blue 
x*Crocketville Hampton 36-632 HTC H&B SCP 
Croghan Charleston 615 ACL SCP 
*Cross Berkeley 6 HB Berk 
*Cross Anchor Spartanburg 56-92-146 QC-SMS- PMXL LP 
CSCL-CS 
x*Cross Hill Laurens 39-72-225 QC-SMS- LR SAL Duke 
CSCL 
...... Cross Keys Union 92-562-922 CS-QC-SMS LP 00 
Crosswell Pickens Sou Duke 
*Crow Creek Pickens Blue 
Cummings Hampton 28-365 PA HTC C&WC SCP 
*Dacusville Pickens 186 WBL Blue 
x*Dale Beaufort 209 SAL SCP 
*Dalzell Sumter 521 AG CP&L 
x*Darlington Darlington 34-151-340- 52 AG-QC PD-LR-HT SAL CP&L 
342-763 PMXL-L&H ACL 
Darraugh Abbeville 203 Little 
*Daufuskie Island Beaufort 
Davidson Hampton 28 PA HTC C&WC SCP 
Davis Berkeley 511 CBL SAL 
*Davis Station Clarendon 158-306 Santee 
Dawkins Fairfield Sou SCE&G 
Dean Anderson 81-82 SMS-JJC-QC C&WC Duke 
Deerfield . Jasper 5 AG-SES LR-RCM Sou 
DeKalb Kershaw 521 AG HT Sou CMU 
Delmar Saluda 391 Mid-Car 
Delmar Spartanburg 9 SMS-CSCL HT-AT Sou Duke 
Delphia York ,324 321 QC AT C&WC Duke 
Delta Union SAL 
x*Denmark Bamberg 5-68-'70 '78 PA-SES-AG LR SAL SOP 
ATC-CS-HTC ACL-Sou 
Dentsville Richland 124 1 AG HT SAL SCE&G 
Denver Anderson '76 AT-HT BR Duke 
x*Dillon Dillon 9-34-5'7 301-501 DVL-QC HT SAL-ACL CP&L 
Dinber Chester 909 321 SMS-QC AT-HT C&NW Duke 
Dinkins Clarendon 261 521 AG GTC ACL Santee 
Disputanta Spartanburg 296 PMXL Duke 
Dixiana Lexington 5-2 21 AG HT-HTC- SAL SCE&G 
ATC 
Docheno Anderson '76-1'78 HT LML-HT Sou-P&N Duke 
Do ley Aiken 1-'78 Sou SOP 
x*Donalds Abbeville 20-256 1'78 HT DW P&N-Sou Duke 
OS LML 
Dongola Horry 905 HBC Marion 
Donoho Dillon 9 QC HT SAL 
Donora Barnwell 64 ACL 
Dorange Dorchester '78 SES CS-MT-HT Sou Edisto 
x*Dorchester Dorchester '783 '78 SES NS Sou SOP 
Dorchee Orangeburg 45 ACL 
*Dovesville Darlington 52 AG L&H-HT ACL CP&L 
~ Downs Greenwood 25-1'78 OS LM-LML Sou GEPC c:o 
Drainland Dorchester 2 '78 SES CS-MT-HT Sou SOP 
*Drake Marlboro '785-382 B&C CP&L 
*Drayton Spartanburg 299 CSCL PMXL Duke 
Drayton Hall Charleston 61 SES ACL SOP 
Dubose Sumter 2'79 SAL CP&L 
Dudley Chesterfield 20'7 Lynch 
*Due West Abbeville 20-184 HT DW DWEL 
185 
Dukes Hampton 5-361 AG LR-RCM SAL SOP 
*Dunbar Marlboro 574-915 CP&L 
x*Dunbarton Barnwell 39-64-648 ACL SOP 
x*Duncan Spartanburg 290 29 AG ATC-AT-AS- Sou-P&N Duke 
GS-HML-BNM 
PMXL-L&H 
x Dupont Charleston 1'7 AG-GL HTC SAL-ACL SOP 
Durant Clarendon 542 Black 
Dyson Greenwood 22 HT LML Sou GEPC 
Eadytown Berkeley 45 Berk 
Earle Williamsburg 515 Santee 
x*Early Branch Hampton 28-36'7 PA HTC C&WC SOP 
x*Easley Pickens 8-13-89-135 WBL-AG HML-HT-AG- Sou EL&W 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County S.C. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
GS-PR-HT-
L&H-HTC-AS 
Eastatoe Pickens 288 CDQ Blue 
x East Spartanburg Spartanburg 296 29 AG-HT L&H-HT-ATC- Duke 
HML-AT-LML 




•Eastover Richland 263-764 CRM-AG ACL SCE&G 
x Eau Claire Richland 5-215-218 21 PA-AG-CS- L&H-HT-ATC SAL SCE&G 
CSCL 
Ebenezer Florence 76 AG-EBL-SMS BNM-HT ACL CP&L 
Ebenezer York 5 Sou RHLD 
x•Edgefield Edgefield 23-430 25 CSCL-AG HT-LML-BNM G&F-Sou SCP 
t-0 
*Edgewold Richland 16 1 AG HT SCE&G 
0 Edgewood Richland 1 AG HT SCE&G 
x*Edgemoor Chester 901-533 cs SAL Duke 
*Edisto Island Charleston 174 GL SCP 
Edmund Lexington 6-215 AG CS-HT Sou Mid-Car 
Edwards Williamsburg 52 AG PC-HT-L&H ACL 
x*Effingham Florence 327 52-301 AG-QC PC-L&H-HT- ACL CP&L 
x*Ehrhardt Bamberg 36-64-334-364 SES HTC ACL SOP 
Elgin Lancaster 914 521 AG HT Sou Duke 
x*Elko Barnwell 37 78 PA CS-HTC Sou SOP 
x*Ellenton Aiken 28-649 SES HTC C&WC SOP 
x•Elliott Lee 527-763 QC ACL CP&L 
x*Elloree Orangeburg 6-47-315 QC-HB HT ACL SCE&G 
Elsie Lexington Sou Mid-Car 
Embree Bamberg Sou Edisto 
x*Enoree Spartanburg 92 221 CS-CSCL AT C&WC Duke 
Epworth Greenwood 248 178 AG-CS BNM G&F GEPC 
Erskine Anderson Sou-P&N Duke 
x•Estill Hampton 5-631 AG-PA LR-RCM SAL SCP 
Ethon Lexington Sou Mid-Car 
Eulonia Marion SAL 
Eureka Aiken 191-19 SMS-AG-QC AS Aiken 
x*Eutawville Orangeburg 6-45-453 HB HT ACL SCP 
Evans Chester 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou Duke 
Everetts Marlboro B&C 
x*Fairfax Allendale 5-28-335 AG-SES-PA RCM-LR-HTC SAL-C&WC SCP 




*Fairmont Spartanburg 290 PMXL Duke 
*Fairplay Oconee 80-182 SMS-QC Blue 
Fairwold Richland 555 Sou SCE&G 
Fallis Greenville Sou Duke 
Ferguson Orangeburg ACL 
Fend all Florence SAL 
Ferndale Charleston 525 AG ACL SCP 
Fresners Orangeburg 33 HB ACL SCE&G 
Fechtig Hampton 28 PA HTC C&WC SCP 
Fifty-Eight Orangeburg 78 SES CS-MT Sou Edisto 
*Filbert York 161 321 QC-SMS AT C&NW Duke 
*Fingerville Spartanburg 11 JHW-CS PMXL Duke 
Flat Rock Anderson 81 SMS-JJC C&WC Duke 
to Flat Woods Spartanburg 101 cs Duke ...... 
Fleet Florence 51 PDC CE SAL CP&L 
Fletcher Marlboro 381-384 CP&L 
Floral Beach Horry 17 AG HTC-PC SCPSA 
x*Florence Florence 305-518 52-76-301 AG-QC L&H ACL-SAL CP&L 
PC-HT I 
Floyd Darlington 109 52 AG L&H-HT ACL CP&L 
*Floydale Dillon 57-574 QC HT SAL CP&L 
*Folly Beach Charleston 615 SCP 
Forest Acres Richland 12-16-124 SCE&G 
*Foreston Clarendon 261 AG L&H-PC-HT ACL Santee 
*Fork Dillon 57-41 QC HT Marion 
Fork Shoals Greenville Duke 
x*FortLawn Chester 5-9 QC-AG-CS PMXL-HT SAL-L&C Duke 
x*Fort Jackson Richland 12-262-760 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT ACL-Sou- SCE&G 
SAL 
x*Fort Mill York 160 21 QC-AG-PA AS-MM-HT Sou Tee 
L&H-PMXL-
ATC-LTC 
x*Fort Motte Calhoun 267-235 
~ Sou SCE&G 
x*Fountain Inn Greenville 2 276 QC-AG-EBL ET&WNC- C&WC Duke 
BNM-LML-
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
HT-RT-AT 
*Four Holes Orangeburg ACL 
Fowle Lexington Sou 
Foxville Sumter Sou-ACL 
Fredonia Lexington 111 AG-CS HT Sou SCE&G 
Frees Union 19 Sou LP 
*Frogmore Beaufort 285-812 LEW SCP 
Frost Richland 215 CSCL-CS HT Sou 
Fulmers Edgefield 191 QC 
x*Furman Hampton 36-333 SMS-SES Sou SCP 
*Gable Clarendon 301 QC PC-HT CPL 
x*Gadsden Richland 48-769 CRM Sou SCE&G 
x*Gaffney Cherokee 11-18 29 AG-CSCL BNM-AS-HML- Sou GPW 
105-150 cs LML-HT -L&H-
AT-ATC-GS 
to Gaines Greenwood 25 LML GEPC 
l'>O Gala :von Dillon 916 SAL CP&L 
*Gallivants Ferry Horry 501 AG PC-HT CP&L 
Gandy Darlington 52 AG HT-L&H ACL Pee Dee 
Gannon Charleston ACL SCP 
Gantt Greenville 250-255 29 AG-AT ATC-AT-AS- Sou Duke 
GS-LML-L&H-
MM-HT 
Gardens Corner Beaufort 32 21 AG IW SCP 
x*Garnett Hampton 5-333 SES-AG LR-RCM SAL SCP 
Garris Bamberg ACL Edisto 
Fulton Marlboro 77 SAL Marl 
Gary Newberry 2 76 AG-EBL BNM CN&L Newb 
*Gaston Lexington 5 AG-PA HT-LR-HTC SAL SCE&G 
x*Georgetown Georgetown 716 17-521- AG IW-PC SAL GBPW 
701 HTC-CE 
x*Gifford Hampton 5-537 AG LR-RCM SAL SCP 
x*Gilbert Lexington 111-113 Sou SCE&G 
Gil Gal Edgefield 67 
Gillison ville Jasper 128-366 SCP 
Grace Lancaster 9 L&C 
Givhans Dorchester 27-65 Edisto 
*Glendale Spartanburg 9-127 L&H Duke 
PMXL 
*Glenn Springs Spartanburg 18 176 CSCL AT-HT Duke 
Gloverville Aiken 1-78 SES-AG-QC CS-HT-AS- Sou SOP 
L&H-RE-
LR-AS 
*Gluck Anderson 81 SMS-JJC G&WC Duke 
Glymph ville Newberry 22 QC Newb 
Godsey Greenwood 22 HT LML Sou GEPC 
Golden Grove Greenville 294 29 AG-HT ATC-AT-AS- P&N-Sou Duke 
GS-L&H-LML-
MM-HT 
x*Goldville Laurens 66-2 76 AG-EBL BNM-LML-HT CN&L Laurens 
Graves Georgetown 521 SAL Santee 
*Goose Creek Berkeley 31 AG-HT PC SOP 
Goshen Charleston 162 GL ACL SOP 
Gough Berkeley 402 CBL SAL Berk 
x Gourdin Williamsburg 261 AG ACL CP&L 
x*Govan Bamberg 5-334 AG-PA HTC-LR SAL SOP 
Gowensville Greenville 11-14 AT Duke 
Grahamville Jasper 128-368 SOP 
~ Gralee Hampton Sou 
x*Gramling Spartanburg 176 CSCL PMXL-HT Sou Duke 
x*Graniteville Aiken 191 1-78 AG-VC-QC L&H-LR Sou SOP 
SES-SMS AS-CS-HT-RE 
Grassy Pond Cherokee 150 CSCL Duke 
x*Gray Court Laurens 101 276 EBL-AG-QC BNM-LML-HT- C&WC Duke 
ET&WNC-
RT-AT 
Grays Jasper 128-367 SOP 
x Grays Hill Beaufort 21 AG IW C&WC SOP 
x*Great Falls Chester 5-22-93- AG-CS LR-AT-HT SAL Duke 
97-99 QC 
x*Greeleyville Williamsburg 171-261 GTC-AG L&H-PC-HT ACL CP&L 
667 
x*Green Pond Colle ton 32-303- AG ACL SOP 
320 
*Green Sea Horry 9-724 701 QC CP&L 
x*Greenville Greenville 13-81 25-29-276 SMS-AG-EBL- MM-AT-HML- Sou-P&N- Duke 





Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
RT 
x*Greenwood Greenwood 10-22- 25-178- HT-CSCL-CS LR-AT-LML- Sou-SAL- GEPC 
72-254- 221 LM-SMS-AG BNM P&N-G&F 
702 QC-AG-LML C&WC 
x* Greer Greenville 14-101 29 AG AS-L&H-ATC- Sou Duke 
SMS GS-HML-AT-
BNM 
x*Gresham Marion 175-572 PDC-QC SAL Marion 
Gretchen Chesterfield ACL SCP 
'*'Grover Dorchester 173 15 AG SCP 
Guess Chesterfield 9 QC HT-C&P Lynch 
x*Gurley Horry ACL SOP SA 
x Guthrieville York 321 QO-SMS AT-HT C&NW Duke 
x*Hagood Sumter 261 Sou OP&L 
Halls Berkeley cw SOP 
Halstead Charleston 162 VC-GL ACL SOP 
~ Hamburg Aiken 125 1-78 SES-AG-QC HTC-L&H-RE- Sou SOP 
AS-CS-HT-LR 
*Hamer Dillon 301-501 QO HT ACL CP&L 
Hammett Abbeville 178 cs LML P&N-Sou Little 
x*Hampton Hampton 28-36-363 PA-SES ROM-HTC H&B-C&WC SCP 
Hancock Lancaster 75 521 AG HT-PMXL SAL Duke 
Hand Horry 90 Horry 
Hankinson Aiken 28 SES HTC C&WC SOP 
Hannah Florence 54 PDO OP&L 
Harbin Oconee Sou Blue 
x*Hardeeville Beaufort-Jasper 5-46 17 AG-SES-PA RCM-HTC ACL-Sou SOP 
*Harleyville Dorchester 2-152 178 ATO-HT Sou SOP 
Harmony York 5 SAL Duke 
x*Hartsville Darlington 151-109 15 AG-QO PMXL-L&H- SAL-ACL OP&L 
140 PD-PC-HT-LR 
Harvin Clarendon 521 AG HT AOL Black 
Hattieville Barnwell 28 SES HTC C&WC 
Hawthorne Aiken 19 Aiken 
Hayne Spartanburg 295 176 OSOL-JHW PMXL-AT-HT Sou Duke 
Heath Charleston 162 GL SAL SOP 
x*Heath Springs Lancaster 523-529 521 AG HT Sou HSL&P 
Heineman Williamsburg 52 AG PO-HT-L&H ACL OP&L 
*Helena Newberry Sou Newb 
x*Hemingway Williamsburg 51-175- PDC SAL CP&L 
*Hemlock Chester 
Hendersonville Colle ton 166 17 AG HTC SCP 
x*Henry ·williamsburg 511 MB-PDC CP&L 
Herberta Berkeley SAL Berk 
Hester Abbeville 82 C&WC Little 
Hibernia Saluda 23 AG L&H-BNM- Sou SCE&G 
LML-RE-HT 
Hicklin Chester 351 SAL 
x*Hickory Grove York 5-211 AG-GS AT Sou Duke 
Hickson Marlboro 9 B&C CP&L 
x*Hilda Barnwell 70-304- ACL SCP 
713-715 
Hillcrest Anderson 81 JJC Duke 
Hilton Richland 2 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT CN&L SCE&G 
Hiotts Colleton SCP 
*Hiltonhead Beaufort 460 
x*Hodges Greenwood 185-246 25-178 CS-AG LM P&N-Sou Duke 
Hofeloo Darlington ACL CP&L 
Hobbysville Spartanburg 146 Laurens 
!)::> Hood town York Duke C){ 
x*Holly Hill Orangeburg 31-453 HT-HB-AG PC ACL SCP 
Holly Springs Oconee 76 QC Duke 
Hollywood Charleston 165-162 GL-HBL ACL SCP 
Hollywood Saluda 43 AG BNM 
Homewood Horry 501-701 AG-QC PC-HT ACL SCPSA 
x*Honea Path Anderson 20-252 76-178 HT-EBL-CS LML-HT P&N-Sou Duke 
*Honey Hill Berkeley 179 Berk 
Hope Newberry Sou Newb 
x*Hopkins Richland Sou SCE&G 
*Horatio Sumter Sou CP&L 
Horrell Hill Richland 76 AG HT SCE&G 
Horry Horry 501 AG PC-HT ACL Horry 
Howard Horry 904 ACL SCPSA 
Howells Horry 904 ACL SCPSA 
*Huger Berkeley 511-402 CBL Berk 
*Hyman Florence 51 PDC CE CP&L 
Indian Darlington 763 ACL Pee Dee 
Irving Greenwood 25-178 P&N-Sou Duke 
Ingram Chesterfield 151 QC SAL CP&L 
Ingram Beach Horry 17 AG HTC-PC SCPSA 
x*Inman Spartanburg 292 176 CSCL PMXL-HT Sou Duke 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
Inness Berkeley 206 SAL 
x*Irmo Lexington 60-62 CN&L SCE&G 
Island Road Charleston 162 GL ACL SCP 
*Islandton Colleton 63-630- Coast 
633 
*Isle of Palms Charleston 703 SCP 
x*Iva Anderson 82-184 JJC C&WC Duke 
*Jackson Aiken 28 SES HTC C&WC SCP 
x*Jacksonboro Colleton 32-326 17 AG HTC ACL SCP 





Jahnz Charleston 61 SES SCP 
Jalapa Newberry 706-2 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT CN&L Newb 
t-:l Jaluco Horry 503 ACL 0:. 
I slay Marlboro B&C 
James Island Charleston 61-615- 17 GL-AG-SES HTC ACL SCP 
700 
*Jamestown Berkeley 179-511 CBL SAL Berk 
*Jamison Orangeburg 2 21 AG HT-ATC Sou SCE&G 
Jasper Jasper 170 SAL 
*Jedburg Dorchester 642 78 AG-SES HT-ATC-CS- Sou SCP 
MT 
x* Jefferson Chesterfield 151-265 QC PD CP&L 
*Jenkinsville Fairfield 215-219 CSCL HT SCE&G 
Jennys Allendale 516-641 Edisto 
Jericho Charleston SCP 
Jiggs Richland 555 Sou Rich 
*Jocassee Oconee 288 CDQ Blue 
x*Johns Island Charleston 610-700 ACL SCP-Berk 
x* Johnson ville Florence 175-341-51 PDC-QC PMXL-CE-HT SAL CP&L 
x*Johnston Edgefield 19-23-231 AG-CSCL AS-HT-BNM Sou SCE&G 
QC-SM RE-LML 
J oily Street Newberry Newb 
x* Jonesville Union 9-11-115 CS-CSCL HT-AT Sou LP 
Jordan Clarendon 158-260 Santee 
Jordania Oconee 131 BR Blue 
Jordanville Horry 510 Horry 
Kaolin Aiken Sou Aiken 
James Richland ACL Tri-Co 
Java Florence ACL CP&L 
*Kathwood Aiken 28 SES HTC C&WC 
Kelly Union 9-92 cs HT-PMXL Sou LP 
*Kelton Union 92 cs LP 
Kemper Dillon 41 CP&L 
Kent Georgetown 515 GTC SAL Santee 
Keowee Oconee 28-13 76 HT-AG-WBL AT-AS-GS- Sou Blue 
L&H-LML-HT 
x*Kershaw Kershaw 157-265- 521 AG HT KOM 
341 
Kibler Newberry Sou Newb 
Kilgore Spartanburg 221 CS-CSCL AT C&WC Laurens 
Killian Richland 555 L&H Sou SCE&G 
Kimberly Chesterfield 108 SAL Lynch 
*Kinards Newberry 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT CN&L Newb 
Kingsburg Florence 51-l75 PDC PC-HT-L&H SAL CP&L 
x*Kings Creek Cherokee 5-55 AG AT Sou Duke 
~ x*Kingstree Williamsburg 175-527 52-521 AG IW-L&H-HT- ACL CP&L 
PDC-GTC PC 
x Kingville Richland 48 CRM Sou Tri-Co 
Kinsler Lexington 215 AG cs Sou Mid-Car 
Kirkland Kershaw 521 Sou CMU 
Kirksey Greenwood 25 LML G&F GEPC 
Kirkwood Kershaw SAL 
Kittredge Berkeley 520 ~ .· SAL Berk 
x*Kline Barnwell 3-312 HTC Sou SOP 
Kneece Lexington 3-245 178 BNM Mid-Car 
Knox Chester 909 L&C Duke 
Knowles Jasper 170 SAL SOP 
Kollock Marlboro 9-77 1 QC-GFB-AG HT-C&P B&C-SAL CP&L 
Kongo Charleston 162 GL SAL SOP 
Konig Horry 503 ACL 
Kress Jasper ACL SOP 
*Ladson Charleston 2 78 AG-SES PC-HT-MT- Sou SOP 
CS-WMR-ATC 
x*La France Anderson 28 76 HT AT-HT Sou-BR Duke 
x*Lake City Florence 54-341 52 AG-QC L&H-PC-HT ACL CP&L 
408 PDC 
x*Lake View Dillon 9-41 QC-DLV HT CP&L 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
x*Lamar Darlington 763 QC SAL-ACL CP&L 
*Lambs Charleston 642 ACL SCP 
x*Lancaster Lancaster 9-93-200 521 AG-CS PMXL-HT Sou-L&C Duke 
906-529 QC 
Laney Chesterfield 52 AG-QC ACL CP&L 
*Lando Chester 901 cs E&M Duke 
x*Landrum Spartanburg 14 176 CSCL AT-PMXL-HT Sou Duke 
Landsford Chester 5-223 AG-CS AT SAL Duke 
x*Lane Williamsburg 261-515 AG-GTC PC ACL CP&L 
*Lanford Station Laurens 221 CSCL AT C&WC Duke 
x*Langley Aiken 1-78 SES-AG-QC- L&H-AS-HT Sou SCP 
VC-SMS-CS HTC-RE-LR 
LaRoache Charleston 162 GL ACL SCP 
Lathem Pickens 13 AW-WBL AT-AS-GS- Sou Blue 
L&H-LML-HT 
Latimer Abbeville 82 C&WC Little 
to x*Latta Dillon 38-573-574 301-501 QC-SMS HT ACL CP&L 00 
Laughlin Marion ACL CP&L 
x*Laurens Laurens 2-30 76-221-276 AG-CS-CSCL ET&WNC- C&WC Duke 
766 EBL-QC LML-AT-HT- CN&L GEPC 
BNM-RT 
*Leeds Chester 722 SMS LR SAL Fair 
Lees Bamberg 78 SES MT-CS-HTC Sou SCP 
Leesburg Richland 26-262 CRM 
x*Leesville Lexington 23-116 1 AG L&H-HT- Sou SCE&G 
245-391 cs BNM-RE 
Legare Charleston 174 GL ACL SCP 
Leland Chesterfield 151 QC PD-LR SAL CP&L 
x*Lena Hampton 631 RCM Sou SCP 
Lennard Orangeburg 6 HB ACL 
Lenoker Darlington 763 QC ACL CP&L 
*Leo Florence 54 Santee 
*Lesslie York 5-946 AG-CS AT Sou Duke 
Lester Marlboro 79 QC CP&L 
*Level Land Abbeville 188-201 Duke 
Levys Beaufort 461 SAL Palm 
Leigh Barnwell 647 C&vVC SCP 
Lewis Turnout Chester 909 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC-MM Sou Duke 
-------- ~~-~>,: ~ ~ 
x*Lexington Lexington 6-43-552 1 AG HTC-HT-BNM- Sou SCE&G 
LR-CS-RE-
L&H 
x*Liberty Pickens 13 178 QC-WBL-AG L&H -LML-AS- Sou Duke 
AT-HT 
*Liberty Hill Kershaw 97-265 Lynch 
Lides Darlington ACL Pee Dee 
Lila Lee 341-763 QC ACL CP&L 
Limestone Edgefield 43 25 AG LM G&F 
Lincolnville Charleston 2 78 AG-SES HT-MT-PC- Sou SOP 
WNR-ATC-CS 
x*Little Mountain Newberry 2-202-818 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT CN&L SCE&G 
*Little River Horry 17 AG HTC SCPSA 
x*Little Rock Dillon 9-95-345 QC HT SAL CP&L 
x*Livingston Orangeburg 5 AG-PA CS-HTC-LR SAL SCE&G 
x*Lobeco Beaufort 21 AG IW SAL SOP 
x*Lockhart Union 9-91 QC-SMS-CS PMXL-HT Sou LP 
x*Lodge Colleton 64-217-630 SES ACL SOP 
London Cherokee 5 AG AT Sou Duke 
*Lone Oak Spartanburg 176 CSCL AT-HT Duke 
x*Lonestar Calhoun 47-33 HB ACL Tri-Co 
1'0 Lonsdale Oconee 131 BR Blue <:0 
*Longcreek Oconee 76 QC Blue 
*Longs Horry 9-905 QC-HBC Horry 
*Longtown Fairfield 34 Fair 
Loraine Bamberg ACL 
x*Loris Horry 9-275-904 QC IW ACL SCPSA 
Lot a Greenwood GEPC 
*Lowndesville Abbeville 71-82-822 JJC C&vVC AW&E 
x*Lowrys Chester 325-909 321 QC-SMS AT-HT C&NW Duke 
Lucile Florence 51 CP&L 
x*Lugoff Kershaw 213-26 1 AG HT SAL CP&L 
Lumber Darlington ACL 
Lunn Darlington 155 SAL Pee Dee 
x*Luray Hampton 5-363 AG LR-RCM SAL SOP 
*Lydia Darlington 34 15 AG L&H-HT- SAL CP&L 
PC-LR 
*Lydia Mills Laurens 762 SMS SAL Duke 
*Lykesland Richland 76 AG HT ACL SCE&G 
Lyles Ford Fairfield Sou SCE&G 




Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
NM-PMXL-
L&H 
x*Lynchburg Lee 341 76 AG HT ACL CP&L 
*Lyndhurst Barnwell 37 Salk 
x*McBee Chesterfield 151-147 1 AG-QC L&H-LR-PD- SAL CP&L 
PMXL 
McCabe Lee 15 SAL CP&L 
McCants Charleston 162 GL ACL SOP 
*McClellanville Charleston 179 17-701 AG PC-IW-HTC SOP 
x*McColl Marlboro 916-381-752 15 AG HT ACL-SAL CP&L 
*McConnellsville York 322 321 QC-SMS AT-HT C&NW Duke 
x*McCormick McCormick 10-28-43-104 AG C&WC McCPW 
433 JJC-SES 
McCoys Chesterfield 1 AG SAL CP&L 
McDonald Marlboro 381 SAL Marl 
McGibson Charleston 162 GL ACL SOP 
~ Mcinnis Marlboro 9 QC MT SAL Marl 0 
McKennon Chesterfield 109 1 AG SAL PD 
McKeown Chester 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou Duke 
McLaurens Marion 301 ACL 
McPherson ville Hampton 286 Palm 
*Macbeth Berkeley 52 AG PC-L&H-HT ACL Berk 
Macedon Lexington 215 AG OS Sou 
Maddens Laurens 221 CS-CSCL AT C&WC Duke 
Madeline Marlboro 912 B&C Marl 
*Madison · Oconee 123 Sou Blue 
Magnolia Gard~ns Charleston 61 SES PC SOP 
Magwood Charleston 61 SES ACL sop· 
Mallory Dillon 573 Marion 
Malta Sumter ACL 
x*Manning Clarendon 260-261 301-521 AG-QC PC-HT ACL CP&L 
Manville Lee 44-279 15 AG HT-LR SAL CP&L 
Maple Dillon 301-501 QC HT ACL CP&L 
*Marietta Greenville 186-288 276 AG G&N Duke 
x*Marion Marion 41-175-575-572 76-501 AG-QC PC-PD~HT ACL CP&L 
Marlboro Marlboro 381 ACL Marl 
x*Mars Bluff Florence 305 76-301 QC HT ACL CP&L 
*Martin Allendale 28-70 .SES HTC C&WC SOP 
-· ·::-:~'a.-==·-==---· 
Martins Point Charleston Berk 
Mary Horry Horry 
Mary Louise Spartanburg 221 CS-CSCL AT Duke 
Maryville Georgetown 17 AG HTC-PC SCP 
Mascott Spartanburg 176 CSCL HT Sou Duke 
Maud Cherokee 119 Duke 
*Mauldin Greenville 2 276 AG-QC ET&WNC- C&WC Duke 
EBL L&H-RT-AT-
BNM-LML-HT 
Maxwell Greenwood SAL GEPC 
x*Mayesville Sumter 154 76 AG HT ACL CP&L 
Maynards Chesterfield 9 QC C&P-HT Lynch 
*Mayo Spartanburg 221 cs PMXL-AT CR Duke 
Mayson Saluda 197 178 CS-AG BNM Aiken 
Mechanicsville Darlington 34 Pee Dee 
x*Meggett Charleston 165 SAL-ACL SCP 
Melvin Charleston 17 AG-GL HTC ACL SCP 
Merchant Saluda 43 AG BNM SCE&G 
Meriwether McCormick 28 C&WC SCP 
*Meyers Mill Barnwell 646 ACL SCP 
Middendorf Chesterfield 1 AG SAL PD 




Midway Bamberg 78 SES ATC-CS Sou Edisto 
x*Miley Hampton 633-361 H&B SCP 
Milledgeville Aiken 19 AG AS Sou Aiken 
x*Millettville Allendale 28-282 SES HTC C&WC SCP 
Milligan Orangeburg 6 HB ACL Tri-Co 




x*Minturn Dillon SAL CP&L 
Mitford Fairfield 22 CS-QC HT Fair 
*Modoc McCormick 23-28 C&WC SCP 
Monoghan Greenville 132 G&N Duke 
Monarch Mills Union 91-215 CS-QC-SMS- HT Sou-BUC LP 
CSCL 
x*Moncks Corner Berkeley 64-612-6 52 AG-CBL-HB PC-L&H-HT ACL SCPSA 
x*Monetta Saluda-Aiken 39-23 1 QC-AG BNM-HT- Sou SCE&G 
L&H-RE 
*Montclare Darlington ACL PD 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
Montgomery Richland Sou Fair 
*Monticello Fairfield 215-401 CSCL HT SCE&G 
*Montmorenci Aiken 78 QC-SES ATC-CS-HT Sou SCP 
Montrose Chesterfield 52 AG-GFB PC-HT-L&H ACL CP&L 
*Moore Spartanburg 290 221 CS-CSCL AT C&vVC Duke 
Morgan Jasper 5 AG-SES RCM Sou Palm 
*Morgana Edgefield 230 
Morrell Florence 76 AG HT ACL CP&L 
Morrisville Williamsburg SAL Santee 
Moselle Colle ton 633-637 H&B Coast 
*Moultrieville Charleston 703 SCP 
Mountain Creek Anderson 29 SMS-AG ATC-AT-AS- Duke 
GS-L&H-
MM-HT 
*Mountain Rest Oconee 28 QC Blue 
*Mount Carmel McCormick 287-82-823 JJC C&WC SCP 
~ *Mount Croghan Chesterfield 9-109-268 QC C&P-HT CP&L t-o 
x*Mount Holly Berkeley 52 AG L&H-HT ACL Berk 
*Mount Pleasant Charleston 703 17-701 AG-GL IW-HTC SCP 
*Mountville Laurens 72-396 QC-SMS- LR SAL Duke 
CSCL 
Mount Willing Saluda Mid-Car 
Mouzon ·williamsburg 527 Santee 
Mudlick Newberry 56-561 SES-QC- Laurens 
CSCL 
x*Mullins Marion 767-571-57-917 76 PDC-QC HT ACL-SAL CP&L 
Murad Jasper 170 SAL 
*Murrells Inlet Georgetown 17 AG PC-HTC SCPSA 
*Myers Charleston 52 AG PM-HT-L&H SCP 
Myers Jasper SAL 
x*Myrtle Beach Horry 503 17-501 AG-QC HT-PC ACL SCPSA 
Naval Base Charleston SCP 
Neal Shoals Union BUC SCE&G 
x*Neeses Orangeburg 4-5 QC-AG HTC-CS-LR SAL SCE&G 
x*Nesmith Williamsburg 502 SAL CP&L 
Nevadum Jasper 128-170 SAL Palm 
x*Newberry Newberry 2-19-192 76-176 AG-CSCL-QC- AS-LML CN&L NCPW 
22-219-395 EBL-HT BNM-HT Sou 
..... 
NewHope Florence 52 AG PC-L&H-HT ACL Santee 
New Market Greenwood 22 HT-QC LML Sou GEPC 
New Morrisville Williamsburg SAL Santee 
Newport York 5-274 AG-SMS AT Sou Duke 
New Prospect Spartanburg 9-11 cs HT Duke 
NewRoa.d Charleston 162 GL ACL SCP 
*New Zion Clarendon 94-942 301 QC PC-HT CP&L 
*Newry Oconee 130 Sou Duke 
Newtonville Marlboro 79 QC CP&L 
x*Nichols Marion 9 76 QC HT ACL CP&L 
Nimmons Pickens Blue 
Nine Times Pickens 8 Blue 
x*Ninety Six Greenwood 22-246-248 HT LML Sou 96PW 
*Nixon ville Horry 90 Horry 
Noah Marlboro 79-381 QC ACL 
x*Norris Pickens 13-137 AG-WBL AT-AS-GS- Sou Duke 
L&H-LML-HT 
x*North Orangeburg 5-394 178 AG LR-NM-NS SAL SCE&G 
*North .Augusta Aiken 230 25 vc RT-HF- G&F-Sou SCP 
L&H-RC 
*North Charleston Charleston 525 52-78 AG-SES HT-ATC-PC- SAL-Sou-ACL SCP 
1:>:1 L&H-PM 
1:>:1 
North Mullins Marion 57-571 QC HT ACL-SAL CP&L 
x*Norway Orangeburg 5-332-400 PA-HT-AG CS-HTC-LR SAL SCE&G 
x*Oakley Berkeley 52 AG L&H-HT ACL Berk 
Oakvale Greenville 29 AG-HT ATC-AT-AS- Sou-P&N Duke 
GS-L&H-LML-
MM-HT 
Oakway Oconee 24-182 CDQ Blue 
Oakwood Aiken 78 SES CS-HTC Sou Aiken 
Oats Darlington 403-518 CP&L 
*Ocean Drive Horry 17 AG HTC-PC SCPSA 
Oceda Georgetown 528 SAL Santee 
Ogden York 324 21 PA-AG ATC-AS- Sou Duke 
L&H-MM 
*Olanta Florence 341-541 301 QC PC-HT CP&L 
x*Olar Bamberg 5-64 PA-AG-SES LR SAL SCP 
Old Point York 5 SMS-AG-CS AT Sou RHLD 
Olin Georgetown SAL 
*Ora Laurens 308 221 CS-CSCL AT C&WC Duke 
x*Orangeburg Orangeburg 4-33-42 21-178 AG-QC CS-HTC- ACL-Sou OW&L 
210-400-691 HB-HT ATC-HT 
Orrville Anderson 28-81 JJC C&WC Duke 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County S.C. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
*Osborne Charleston SCP 
Orum Florence Santee 
•oswego Sumter 302-763 QC ACL CP&L 
Otranto Charleston 78 SES-AG MT-L&H-HT- ACL SCP 
ATC-CS 
Otside Orangeburg 5 AG-PA CS-HTC-LR SAL 
Outlaw Georgetown 51-512-707 PDC-QC CE 
Owdums Saluda 43 AG Aiken 
x*Owings Laurens 276 AG-QC-EBL BNM-LML-RT- C&WC Duke 
HT-ET&WNC-
AT 
x*Pacolet Spartanburg 9-18 CSCL AT-PMXL-HT Sou Duke 
""Pacolet Mills Spartanburg 18 CSCL HT-PMXL-AT Sou LP 
Padgett Colleton 217-362 H&B SCP 
x""Pageland Chesterfield 9-151-207-920 QC C&P-PD-HT CP&L 
Panola Clarendon 120 Black 
~ Palmetto Darlington 52 AG-QC HT-L&H ACL CP&L 
x*Pamplico Florence 51 CE SAL CP&L 




Parkers Ferry Charleston 17 AG-GL HTC ACL SCP 
Parkhill Edgefield 25 BNM-LML Sou SCE&G 
Parksville McCormick 28-432 C&WC SCP 
""Parler Orangeburg 6 HB-QC HT ACL SCE&G 
x*Parr Fairfield 219 Sou SCE&G 
Parrish ville Charleston 162 GS SAL SCP 
"'Parris Island Beaufort 280-281 AG IW SCP-USGov. 
x"'Patrick Chesterfield 102 1 AG SAL CP&L 
"'Pauline Spartanburg 56 176 CSCL PMXL-HT Duke 
*Pawleys Island Georgetown 711 17 AG PC-HTC-HT WPC 
""Paxville Clarendon 261 15 AG CP&L 
*Peak Newberry 329 Sou SCE&G 
x"'Peedee Marion 76-301 QC HT ACL CP&L 
Pelham Spartanburg 14 AT Duke 
x"'Pelion Lexington 215 178 CS-AG BNM-CS Sou SCE&G 
x*Pelzer Anderson 8 29 AG-HT ATC-AT-AS- P&N-Sou Duke 
GS-HT-L&H-
LML-MM 
x*Pendleton Anderson 88 '76 SMS-QC-HT GS-AT-HT BR Duke 
Perrot Florence SAL Santee 
x*Perry Aiken 39-393 HT-QC-PA OS Sou SCE&G 
Phinney Oconee BR Blue 
Phoenix Greenwood GEPC 
x*Pickens Pickens 8-183 1'78 QC-SMS-WBL L&H-GS-PR Duke 




Pinedale Darlington 342 SAL Pee Dee 
Pinehouse Edgefield 19 25 CSCL-AG RE-AS-BNM- Sou SCE&G 
LML 
Pine Island Horry 503 ACL Horry 
*Pineland Jasper 36-367 SES Sou SOP 
*Pineville Berkeley 45 Berk 
x*Pinewood Sumter 120-261-538 ACL CP&L 
"Pinopolis Berkeley 668 SOP SA 
Pine Grove Berkeley SAL 
~ *Plantersville Georgetown '701 PDC IW-CE Sant~e Qt 
Platts Charleston 162 GL ACL SOP 
Pleasant Hill Lancaster 522 521 AG HT Sou HSL&P 
Pleasant Lane Edgefield 435 G&F Aiken 
x*Plum Branch McCormick 28-283 C&WC SOP 
Pocotaligo Jasper 32 1'7 PA-AG HTC-RCM SOP 
Point Pleasant Charleston 162 GL SAL SOP 
x*Pomaria Newberry 1'77-133 Sou SCE&G 
PonPon Charleston 1'7 AG HTC ACL SOP 
Pontiac Richland 1 AG HT SAL SCE&G 
Poplar Springs Anderson 187 Duke 
x*Port Royal Beaufort 281 AG IW C&WC SOP 
*Poston Florence SAL CP&L 
Poyner Florence PD SAL CP&L 
*Pregnall Dorchester '78 SES CS-MT-HT Sou Berk 
Prettyman's Mill ·Dorchester 2-61 '78 AG-SES ATC-CS- Sou SOP 
MT-HT 
x*Pritchardville Beaufort 46-465 SAL SOP 
Pride Union BUC-SAL 
Pumpkin town Pickens 183 Blue 
*Princeton Laurens 25-'76 AG-CS LM Duke 
Privetts Horry ACL Horry 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
Privateer Sumter ACL Black 
x*Prosperity Newberry 2-391-205 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT Sou-CN&L PCPW 
Puck Charleston 174 GL ACL SOP 
Purysburg Jasper 5 AG-SES ROM ACL-Sou 
Quenby Berkeley 402-511 CBL Berk 
Quigley Charleston 165 ACL SOP 
x*Rains Marion 501 AG PC-HT SAL CP&L 
x Rantowles Charleston 162 17 GL HTC ACL SOP 
x*Ravenel Charleston 165 ACL Berk 
Rayfin Lexington 
Red Bank Lexington 6 Sou SCE&G 
Red River York Sou 
x*Reevesville Dorchester 204-784 78 SES CS-MT-HT Sou SOP 
*Reidville Spartanburg 296 OS PMXL Duke 
*Rembert Sumter 44 521 AG CP&L 
Remleys Berkeley 519 Berk 
to Renfrew Greenville 276 AG AT G&N Duke Q) 
*Renno Laurens 705 SMS SAL Laurens 
Reynolds Barnwell 78 PA-SES CS-HTC Sou SOP 
Rhems Georgetown 511-502 MB-CBL Santee 
Rhodes Lee 527 76 AG BNM-HT ACL SOP 
x*Richburg Chester 9-223-901 OS HT-PMXL L&C Duke 
*Richland Oconee 13-288 76 AG-WBL AS-GS-L&H- Sou Blue 
LML-HT-AT 
*Richtex Fairfield Sou SCE&G 
x*Ridgeland Jasper 339-128-336 17 PA-AG RCM-HTC ACL SOP 
x*Ridge Spring Saluda 39-23-392 QC-AG WMR-HT- Sou SCE&G 
BNM-RE 
x*Ridgeville Dorchester 173-27 AG CS-MT-HT Sou SOP 
x*Ridgeway Fairfield 5-34 21 PA-AG L&H-ATC Sou SCE&G 
Ridgewood Richland 215 CSCL-CS HT SCE&G 
Riley Calhoun 2 21 AG ATC-HT Sou SCE&G 
*Rimini Sumter- 158 ACL Black 
Clarendon 
*Rion Fairfield 224 R&R SCE&G 
x*Ritter Colleton 303 ACL SOP 
Riverside Lancaster 918 Sou Duke 
Rob at Union 9-98 OS HT Sou LP 
Robbins Barnwell 28 SES HTC C&WC-ACL SCP 
Robertsville Jasper 5 AG-SES RCM Palm 
Robins Neck Darlington ACL 
x*Rock Hill York 5-322-901 21 CS-AG-SMS L&H-AS-LTC- Sou RHLD 
550-50 QC-PA MM-AT-HT-
ATC 
x Rockton Fairfield 218 21 PA-AG-CS L&H-HT-ATC R&R-Sou SCE&G 
Rocky Bluff Sumter 763 AG ACL CP&L 
*Rocky Bottom Pickens 178 QC Blue 
Roddy York 5-504 AG Sou Duke 
*Rodman Chester 909 SAL Duke 
*Roebuck Spartanburg 295 221 cs AT C&vVC Duke 
Rosin ville Dorchester 152 15-178 AG ATC-HT SCP 
*Round-0 Colleton 64 SES SCP 
Rowell Chester 5-533 AG-CS SAL Duke 
x*Rowesville Orangeburg 36 21 AG ATC-HTC-HT Sou SCE&G 
Royster Richland Sou-ACL SCE&G 
x*Ruby Chesterfield 9-109 QC C&P-HT CP&L 
x*Ruffin Colle ton 21 AG HTC ACL SCP 
Rumph Charleston 174 GL ACL SCP 
Rush Calhoun 604 ACL Tri-Co 
~ *Russell ville Berkeley 450-451 Berk 
--l 
*Saint Andrews Charleston 61 SES ACL SCP 
x*Saint Charles Lee 154 ACL CP&L 
x*Saint George Dorchester 784 15-78 AG-SES CS-MT-HT Sou SCP 
x*Saint Matthews Calhoun 117-691-26 AG HT Sou SCE&G 
Saint Paul Clarendon 15 AG PC CP&L 
x*Saint Stephen Berkeley 45-450 52 AG PC-L&H- ACL-CW SCPSA 
PM-HT 
Salak Greenwood 10 AG C&WC-SAL GEPC 
*Salem Oconee 288 CDQ Blue 
Salkahatchie Colle ton 17-21 AG HTC ACL SCP 
x*Salley Aiken 39-394 HT-PA Sou SCE&G 
x*Salters Depot Williamsburg 171 AG-GTC ACL CP&L 
Salur,a Greenwood 246 SAL GEPC 
x*Saluda Saluda 19-39-43-194 178 CS-AG-CSCL- AS SCE&G 
QC-SMS-HT BNM-LML 
*Samaria Lexington 178 BNM Mid-Car 
Samking Charleston 174 GL ACL SCP 
Sam pit Georgetown 528-813 AG IW Santee 
Sander Charleston 162 GL ACL SCP 
Sand Pit Darlington 763 QC ACL CP&L 
Sandy River Chester SMS SAL 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County S.C. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
*Sandy Springs Anderson 28 76 HT AT-HT BR Duke 
*Santee Orangeburg 6 15 AG-HB PC SCE&G 
Santee Georgetown 
x*Santuc Union 215 CSCL HT Sou SCE&G 
*Sardinia Clarendon 527 301 QC PC-HT CP&L 
Sardis Florence 53 
Sa to Bamberg 68 78 SES CS-HTC- Sou SCP 
MT-HT 
Scapo Lee 763 QC ACL 
Schofield Bamberg 5 AG-PA LR SAL SCP 
x*Scotia Hampton 5-333 AG HT-LR-RCM SAL SCP 
x*Scranton Florence 52 AG PC-L&H-PM ACL CP&L 
x*Seabrook Beaufort 21 AG IW C&WC SCP 
*Sedalia Union 922 LP-Duke 
Scott Marlboro 382 B&C Marl 
Seigling Allendale 3 HTC Sou SCP 
~ Seivern Aiken 391 SCE&G 
00 
Marion 571 QC ACL x*Sellers 301 CP&L 
x*Seneca Oconee 28-134 76 AG AS-L&H-HT Sou-BR SL&W 
181-244-13 WBL-HT AT-GS-LML 
Shamokin Kershaw 353 521 AG HT Sou CMU 
x*Sharon York 5-91 QC-AG- AT Sou Duke 
SMS-CS 
Sharp Richland 555 L&H Sou Rich 
Shaw Field Sumter CP&L 
x*Sheldon Beaufort 32 21 AG IW C&vVC SOP 
Shell Horry 905 HBC Horry 
x*Shelton Fairfield 406 Sou SCE&G 
Shepard Kershaw SAL CMU 
Shiloh Sumter 58 CP&L 
Shirley Hampton 333 SOP 
*Shoals Junction Greenwood 39 178 CS-QC LML Sou-vVS-P&N GEPC 
Shuler Lexington 215 AG-CS Sou SCE&G 
*Shulerville Berkeley 179 Berk 
Sidney Colleton 640 H&B Coast 
Sigsbee Spartanburg 176 cscL· AT-HT Sou Duke 
Silver Clarendon 15 PC Black 
x*Silverstreet Newberry 22-19 QC-HT AS-LML Sou Newb 
Simons Orangeburg ACL Edisto 
Simpson Fairfield 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou SCE&G 
x*Simpsonville Greenville 2 276 EBL LML-BNM- C&WC Duke 
AG-QC HT-ET&WNC-
RT-AT 
Sims Richland ACL 
Singleton Calhoun 26 Sou SCE&G 
Six Mile Charleston 52-78 AG-SES MT-HT-L&H- Sou-SAL-ACL SCP 
CS-ATC-PM 
*Six Mile Pickens 133-137 WBL-SMS Duke 
Sixty-six Orangeburg 21 AG HTC Sou Edisto 
Slann Charleston 174 GL ACL SCP 
*Slater Greenville 186 276 AG AT G&N Duke 
Slighs Newberry 2 76 AG BNM-HT CN&L Newb 
Smallwoo,d Fairfield 5 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou SCE&G 
Smith York 21 AG-PA ATC-AS- Sou Duke 
L&H-MM 
Smithboro Marion 41-573 SAL CP&L 
Smith's Mills Georgetown 723 
Smith's Turn Out York Duke 
x*Smoaks Colleton 217 21 AG HTC H&B SCP 
Cl:l *Smyrna York 5-324 AG AT Sou Duke co 
Snelling Barnwell 64-390 ACL SCP 
Socastee Horry 544 501 AG HT-PC SCPSA 
x*Society Hill Darlington 15-52 GFB-AG-QC L&H-HT ACL CP&L 
*South Greenwood Greenwood 670 25-178 AG-CS LML-BNM Sou-G&F GEPC 
South Lynchburg Lee 58-341 76 AG HT ACL CP&L 
Spalding Kershaw SAL 
x*Spartanburg Spartanburg 9-296 29-176-221 CS-AG-CSCL L&H-LML- P&N-Sou Duke 




Spearman Newberry Sou Newb 
Spence York 5 AG AT SAL York 
Springdell Lancaster Sou 
x*Spring:field Orangeburg 3-4-39 HT-PA-QC cs Sou SCP 
Stafford Hampton 36-333 SES Sou SCP 
Simmons - Greenwood 178 P&N-Sou 
x*Starr Anderson 81-82-181 SMS-JJC-QC C&WC Duke 
State College Orangeburg OW&L 
State Farm Sumter 261 Sou CP&L 
*State Park Richland 555-665 Sou SCE&G 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
Statesburg Sumter 261 76 AG HT CP&L 
*Steedman Lexington 178 cs BNM Mid-Car 
Stephens Edgefield 430 25 CSCL RE-HT G&F 
Stilton Orangeburg 2 21 AG ATC-HT Sou OW&L 
Stockman Newberry 395 Newb 
Stockton Kershaw Sou CP&L 
Stokes Colleton 64 AS-SES ACL Coast 
Stoneboro Kershaw Lynch 
Stono Charleston 610 SAL SCP 
Stornoway Marlboro 382 ACL Marl 
Strawberry Berkeley 520 52 AC PC-L&H-HT ACL Berk 
x*Strother Fairfield 22 HT-QC LML Sou Newb 
Styx Lexington 215 AG cs Sou SCE&G 
Mid-Car 
Sueville Fairfield Sou 
Sullivan Edgefield 43-67 AG Aiken 
~ Summerland Lexington 23-391 HT-BNM-RE Sou 
0 
*Summerton Clarendon 158-442 15-301 AG-QC PC-HT CP&L 
x*Summerville Dorchester 2-61-64-611 78 AG-SES WMR Sou SCP 
ATC-CS-
MT-HT 
*Summit Lexington 111 Sou SCE&G 
*Sumter Sumter 54 15 AG-QC L&H-LR SAL CP&L 
673-376 76-521 HT ACL 
Sunny brook Edgefield Sou SCP 
*Sunset Pickens Blue 
x*Swansea Lexington 3-5-6-69 178 AG-PA BNM-LR- SAL SCE&G 
HTC-HT 
*Switzer Spartanburg 221 CS-CSCL AT C&WC Duke 
*Switzerland Jasper 368 17 AG-PA HTC-RCM ACL SCP 
x*Sycamore Allendale 5-73-641 PA-AG-QC LR SAL SCP 
Syracuse Darlington 763 QC ACL Pee Dee 
Taft Williamsburg 515 GTC Santee 
Talatha Aiken 781 Aiken 
Talcott Richland Sou SCE&G 
>K<Tamassee Oconee 271 CDQ Blue 
Tarboro Jasper 5-339 AG-SES RCM Sou Palm 
x*Tatum Marlboro 919 15 AG HT ACL CP&L 
Taxhaw Lancaster 96-943 Lynch 




Ten Mile Charleston 2-525 52-78 SES PC-ATC-L&H- Sou SOP 
MT-WMR-
PM-HT-CS 
Testo Lexington 215 AG OS Sou 
The Farms Berkeley 206 ACL Berk 
Thicketty Cherokee 29 AG-SC ATC-AT-AS- Sou Duke 
HML-BNM-
L&H-MT-HT 
Thor Lexington 215 AG OS Sou Aiken 
Thursa Lee 344 ACL Black 
*Tigerville Greenville Duke 
x*Tillman Jasper 5-336 AG ROM Sou SOP 
x*Timmonsville Florence 403 76 AG HF-L&H-LR ACL-SAL CP&L 
Tindall Sumter 15 AG HT Black 
Tirzah York 5 AG-CS-QC- AT-HT Sou Duke 
SMS 
""' Todd's Still Marion 76 QC HT ACL CP&L ...... 
*Toddville Horry 701 QC SOP SA 
Tom otley Beaufort 28 C&WC SOP 
Tompkins Edgefield 430 CSCL Aiken 
Toogoodoo Charleston 174 GL ACL SOP 
*Townville Anderson 24-244 SMS-HT Duke 
*Toxaway Anderson 29 AG-HT ATC-AT-AS- P&N-BR Duke 
GS-L&H-LML-
MM-HT 
Tradesville Lancaster 96-273 Duke 
x*Travelers Rest Greenville 253 25-276 BBC-AG AT-GS-RT- G&N Duke 
ATC 
x*Trenton Edgefield 19-196 25 CSCL BNM-AS- Sou SCE&G 
RE-HT 
*Trio Williamsburg 515 GTC Santee 
Trough Spartanburg 18 CSCL AT Duke 
x*Troy Greenwood 10-432-817 AG C&WC SOP 
x*Tucapau Spartanburg 29 AG ATC-AT-AS- P&N Duke 
GS-HML-BNM-
MM-HT-L&H 
*Turbeville Clarendon 54-58 301 QC PC-HT CP&L 
Tylersville Laurens 30 Laurens 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
.t'opulatwn Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
x*Ulmers Allendale 5-508 PA-AG-QC LR SAL SOP 
Una Lee 15 SAL 
*Una Spartanburg 295 15 SAL Duke 
x*Union Union 11-91-92-112 176 CSCL-SMS-CS AT BUC UME&W 
215-921 QC-HT HT Sou 
Valentine Hampton Sou SOP 
*Valley Falls Spartanburg 9 OS PMXL-HT Duke 
*Vance Orangeburg 6-121-310 HB HT ACL SOP 
x*Van Wyck Lancaster 504-918 PMXL SAL Duke 
x*Varnville Hampton 28-63 PA-SES HTC C&WC SOP 
*Vaucluse Aiken 191 QO-VC L&H-HT Sou SOP 
Vaughansville Newberry 39 SMS-CSOL Laurens 
*Verdery Greenwood 10 AG C&WC Duke 
*Wadmalaw Island Charleston 700 Berk 
Wagener Aiken 394-39-113-215 HT-QC-AG CS-BNM SOE&G 
Wait Florence SAL-ACL CP&L 
~ x*Walhalla Oconee 271-28-183 SMS-WBL- LM-HT BR Duke 
to 
QC 
Walker Barnwell 370 Sou Salk 
W allaceville Fairfield Sou SOE&G 
x*W alterboro Colleton 63-64-303-640 15-17 AG-SES HTO ACL SOP 
*Wampee Horry 90 SOP SA 
*Wando Berkeley 511-519 CBL Berk 
x*Ward Saluda 23-193-234 SMS-QC HT-RE-BNM Sou SOE&G 
x*W are Shoals Greenwood 39 25 AG-CS LM ws Duke-GEPC 
QO 
x*W arrenville Aiken 78-1 AG-QC-SMS- NS-L&H-AS- Sou SOP 
SES-VC OS-HT-HTC-
RE-LR 
Warsaw Williamsburg 527-511 SAL CP&L 
*Wateree Richland 26-48 CRM Sou Tri-Co 
x*Waterloo Laurens 225 221 CS-CSOL AT O&WC Duke 
Watson Chesterfield 52 AG-QO ACL OP&L 
Watts Abbeville SAL Little 
*Watts Mill Laurens 30-761 221 OS AT CN&L-C&WC Duke 
Waverly Mills Georgetown 711 17 AG PC-HTC WPC 
Weatherly Lee SAL 
Weddell Richland SAL SCE&G 
x*W edgefield Sumter 261-763 AG ACL CP&L 
West Anderson Anderson 249 BR Duke 




x*W est Columbia Lexington 2-3-5-43 1-21 AG-PA-CS HTC-L&H-RE- Sou SCE&G 
215-505 ATC-BNM-CS-
./ HT-LR 




West Marion Marion 76 QC HT ACL CP&L 
x*W estminster Oconee 13-24-138-183 76 AG-WBL L&H-LML-AS- Sou WCPW 
HT-QC HT-AT-GS 
Weston Richland Sou Tri-Co 
West Pelzer Anderson 8 AS-HT ATC-AT-AS- Sou-P&N Duke 
GS-L&H-
LML-MM 
West Springs Union 115 176 CSCL HT LP 
""'" West Store Edgefield 23-230 Aiken ~ 
*West Union Oconee 28-288 SMS L&H-HT Sou-BR Duke 
x*W estville Kershaw 521 AG HT Sou CMU 
Whaley Barnwell 3 Sou 
Wheelers Darlington 763 AG ACL Pee Dee 
Whetstone Oconee Blue 
*Whipper Barony Charleston 
x*Whitehall Colle ton ACL SCP 
x*White Oak Fairfield 226 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou Fair 
*White Pond Aiken 781 78 SES-QC CS-HTC Sou SCP 
*White Rock Richland 2 76 AG-EBL BNM-HT CN&L SCE&G 
*White Stone Spartanburg 9 CSCL AT-HT Sou Duke 
x*Whitmire Newberry 72-706 176 CS-SMS HM-LR-AS SAL Duke 
CSCL-QC AT 
*Whitney Spartanburg 221 CSCL-CS AT Duke 
*Wiggins Colleton SAL SCP 
Wilder Berkeley AG PC-PM-HT- ACL Berk 
L&H 
*Wilkins Beaufort 802 SCP 
Wilkinsville Cherokee 105-114 NP Broad 
x*Williams Colle ton 212-362 ACL SCP 
x*W illiamston Anderson 20 29 AG-HT HT-AT-ATC- Sou-P&N Bell&P 
TABLE A-(Continued) 
Highways Motor Line Service 
Population Center County s. c. u.s. Passenger Freight Railways Power Utilities 
AS-L&H-HM-
GS-MM-LML 
x*Willington McCormick 82 C&We SCP 
Willis Marlboro 381 JJC CP&L 
*Williston Barnwell 39-390-781 78 QC-PA-SES CS-HT Sou SCP 
*Wilson Clarendon 261 AG L&H-PC-HT ACL Santee 
x*Windsor Aiken 78 PA-QC CS-HTC Sou SCP 
x*Winnsboro Fairfield 22-224 21 P A-QC-AG-CS L&H-HT-ATC Sou WPW 
Winona Florence 76-301 QC HT ACL CP&L 
*Wisacky Lee 341-527 HT ACL CP&L 
Witherbee Berkeley SAL Berk 
*Wolfton Orangeburg 178 AG HT OW&L 
x*Woodford Orangeburg 5-553 AG-PA HT-HTC-LR SAL SCE&G 
Woo,drow Lee 441 CP&L 
x*Woodru:ff Spartanburg 101-146 221 SMS-QC-CS- AT C&vVC Duke 
CSCL 
t Woodstock Berkeley Sou Duke 
Woodville Greenville 25 AG LM Duke 
Woodward Fairfield 229 21 AG-PA L&H-ATC Sou Fair 
Yale Barnwell 3 CS-HTC Sou Salk 
Yauhannah Georgetown 707 701 QC 
Yeamans Hall Berkeley 206 SAL 
x*Yemassee Beaufort- 28-286 17-21 AG-PA-SES HTC-IW ACL-C&WC SCP 
Hampton 
Yonges Charleston 165 SAL SCP 
x*Yonges Island Charleston 165 ACL SCP 
Yonome Barnwell 3 HTC Sou Salk 
x*York York 91-5-49-324-328 321 QC-AG- AT-HT Sou-C&NW Duke 
SMS-CS 
Zion Marion 41-571 CP&L 
Zion Hill Spartanburg 29 AG-SC ATC-AT-AS- Sou Duke 
GS-HML-HT-
Zemp Lee 344 BNM-L&H-MM Black 
. .r-· r·,..,..,- R,.,.,~,, ---""\,./ ,, 
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Junctions and Terminals 
PREPARED BY 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
RESEARCH, PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT BOARD 
FROM RECORDS OF 
S C PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 





















I ------ ATLANTIC COAST LINE 
2 .................. CHARLESTON a WESTERN CAROLINA 
3 ~ PIEDMONT a NORTHERN RAILWAY 
4 --------.SEABOARD AIR LINE 
5 SOUTHERN RAILWAY 
-----------ALL OTHERS 
6- BENNETTSVILLE a CHERAW 
7-BLUE RIDGE 
a-BUFFALO UNION-CAROLINA 
9·CARDLINA a NORTHWESTERN 
10-CAROLINA a WESTERN 
II-CLINCHFIELD , . 
13- EDGEI\100RE a MANETTA 
14"GEORGIA a FLORIDA 
15-GREENVILLE a NORTHERN 
16- HAMPTON a BRANCHVILLE 
17- LANCASTER a CHESTER 
12-COLUMBIA NEWBERRY a LAU-
RENS 




Port of Charleston - South Carolina 
LINES FROM CHARLESTON 
Port Line Agent Port Line Agent 
NORTHERN EUROPE AND SCANDINAVIA American Pioneer Car. 
Antwerp Waterman Wat. De La Rama Car. 
South Atlantic Car. Honolulu American Pioneer Car. 
Bremen South Atlantic 
Copenhagen* Wilhelmsen 
Glasgow South Atlantic 
Gothenberg* Wilhelmsen 









American Pioneer Car. 
Kerr Pal. 
American Pioneer Car. 
Isthmian Car. 
De La Rama Car. 
Isthmian Car. 
London 









SOUTH AND EAST AFRICA 
States Marine 
Am saline 
Durban States Marine 
Amsaline 
East London States Marine 
Amsaline 
Lourenco States Marine 
Marques Amsaline 












*Provided sufficient cargo. 
Car.-Carolina Shipping Company 
Middle Atlantic Wharf 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Phone 3-6485 
PaL-Palmetto Shipping Company 
1 Vendue Range 
P. 0. Box 1'71 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Phone 2-4461 





































Boat each week making Miami, Tampa, 
Mobile, New Orleans, Panama City-
Pan Atlantic W at. 
INTERCOASTAL (Westbound l 
Making all ports on the Pacific Coast-
Arrow Wat. 
COASTWISE 
Boat each week making Philadelphia and 
New York (by prior booking arrangement 
ONLY-Pan Atlantic Steamship Company, 
Waterman, Steamship Agency, Ltd.) 
Sou.-Southern Shipping Company 
4 Broad Street 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Phone 2-2563 
Wat.-Waterman Steamship Company 
1 Vendue Range 
P. 0. Box 934 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Phone 3-6424 
Str.-Street Brothers 
Middle Atlantic Wharf 




Fifty-one telephone companies operate in South Carolina. These companies have exchanges located in 
145 towns. Adequate telephone service, however, is supplied most communities in the State through rural 
lines emanating from these exchanges. A complete list of these telephone companies and the location of 
their exchanges follows: 
Location of Location of 
Exchanges Name of Company Exchanges N arne of Company 
Abbeville S. C. Continental Telephone Co. Elloree Elloree Telephone Co. 
Aiken Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Ellenton Cassels Telephone Co. 
Allendale Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Estill Central Carolina Telephone Co. 
Anderson Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Eutawville Eutawville Telephone Co. 
Andrews Seacoast Telephone Co. Fairfax Fairfax Telephone System 
Bamberg Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Florence Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Barnwell Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Fort Mill Fort Mill Telephone Company 
Batesburg Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Fountain Inn S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Beaufort Central Carolina Telephone Co. Gaffney Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Belton Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Georgetown Seacoast Telephone Co. 
Bennettsville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Gilbert Pond Branch Telephone Co. 
Bishopville S. C. Continental Telephone Co. Graniteville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Blacksburg Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Gray Court Gray Court Telephone Co. 
Blackville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Great Falls Great Falls Telephone Co. 
Blenheim Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Greeleyville Greeleyville Telephone Co. 
Bowman Bowman Telephone Co. Greenville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Branchville Central Carolina Telephone Co. Greenwood Greenwood Telephone Company 
Calhoun Falls S. C. Continental Telephone Co. Greer Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Camden Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Hampton Central Carolina Telephone Co. 
Cameron Cameron Telephone Co. Harleyville Palmetto Telephone Co. 
Campobello Campobello Telephone Co. Hartsville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Central Central Telephone Co. Heath Springs Heath Springs Telephone Co. 
Charleston Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Hemingway Pee Dee Telephone Co. 
Chapin Chapin Telephone Co. Hickory Grove Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Cheraw Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Hodges Fairfax Telephone System 
Chesnee Chesnee Telephone Co. Holly Hill Central Carolina Telephone Co. 
Chester Chester Telephone Co. Honea Path Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Chesterfield Central Carolina Telephone Co. Inman Inman Telephone Exchange 
Clemson College Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Jefferson Central Carolina Telephone Co. 
Clinton Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Johnston Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Clio Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Jonesville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Clover Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Kershaw Kershaw Telephone Co. 
Columbia Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Kingstree S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Conway S. C. Continental Telephone Co. Lake City S. C. Continental Telephone Co., 
Cope Cope Telephone Co. and Independent Telephone Co. 
Cowpens Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Lamar S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Cross Hill Home Telephone Co. Lancaster Lancaster Telephone Co. 
Darlington Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Landrum Polk County Telephone Co. 
Denmark Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Latta Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Dillon Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Laurens S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Due West Due West Telephone Co. Leesville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Easley Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Lexington Citizens Telephone Co. 
Edgefield Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Liberty Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 




Location of Location of 
Exchanges Name of Company Exchanges Name of Company 
Lockhart Lockhart Telephone Exchange Rock Hill Rock Hill Telephone Co. 
Loris Coastal Telephone Co. Saluda Saluda Telephone Co. 
Manning S. C. Continental Telephone Co. Saint Stephens Saint Stephens Telephone Co. 
Marion Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Seneca Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Martins Point Fairfax Telephone System Simpsonville Home Telephone Co. 
Mayesville Mayesville Telephone Co. Spartanburg Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
McBee Central Carolina Telephone Co. Springfield Edisto Telephone Co. 
McColl Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Starr Starr-! va Telephone Co. 
McCormick S. C. Continental Telephone Co. St. George Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Moncks Corner Home Telephone Co. St. Matthews St. Matthews Telephone Co. 
Mt. Pleasant Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Summerton S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Mullins Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Summerville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Myrtle Beach Seacoast Telephone Co. Sumter Sumter Telephone Co. 
Newberry Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Swansea Swansea Telephone Co. 
Ninety Six Ninety Six Telephone Co. Timmonsville Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
North Edisto Telephone Co. Trenton Trenton Telephone Co. 
Norway Home Telephone Co. Union Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Olanta S. C. Continental Telephone Co. Wagener Bolen Telephone Co. 
Orangeburg Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Walhalla Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Pageland Central Carolina Telephone Co. Walterboro S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Pelzer Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Ware Shoals Ware Shoals Manufacturing Co. 
Pendleton Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Westminster Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Pickens Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Whitmire Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Piedmont Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Williamston Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
Pinewood Independent Telephone Exchange Williston Williston Telephone Co. 
Prosperity Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. Winnsboro S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Ridgeland Central Carolina Telephone Co. Woodruff S. C. Continental Telephone Co. 
Ridge Spring Ridge Spring Telephone Co. Yemassee Fairfax Telephone System 
Ridgeway Ridgeway Telephone Co. York Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co. 
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SECTION II. 
CITY AND TOWN INCORPORATION DATA 
The incorporation history o£ 364 urban centers is summarized in this sec-
tion. Before 1896 cities and towns were chartered by an Act o£ the Legis-
lature. During 1896 laws were enacted giving the Secretary o£ State author-
ity to issue charters incorporating municipalities. 
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SECTION II. 
CITY AND TOWN INCORPORATION DATA 
Chartered by Secretary of State 
Chartered by Under Laws of 1896 
Legislature Originally 
City-Town County Population Before 1896 Chartered Re-Chartered Notes 
Abbeville Abbeville 4,930 Dec. 20, 1832 
Adami a Charleston *270 Dec. 16, 1852 
(Adams Run) 
Aiken Aiken 6,168 Dec. 19, 1835 
Alcolu Clarendon * Dec. 22, 1891 For 30 years 
Allendale Allendale 2,217 Dec. 20, 1873 Feb. 26, 1916 
Anderson Anderson 19,424 Dec. 9, 1833 Feb. 20, 1908 
Andrews Georgetown-
'Williamsburg 2,008 Oct. 25, 1909 Oct. 30, 1916 
Appleton Allendale 198 Apr. 30, 1906 
Arden Richland 1,187 Aug. 6, 1912 
Athens Greenville * Dec. 20, 1893 
<:.n Aynor Horry 537 May 21, 1914 
0 
Bamberg Bamberg 3,000 Dec. 19, 1855 Apr. 22, 1897 
Barnes Anderson ** July 29, 1912 
Barnwell Barnwell 1,922 Dec. 18, 1829 Oct. 25, 1909 
Batesburg Lexington-
Saluda 2,933 May 31, 1877 Sept. 9, 1901 
Beaufort Beaufort 3,185 Dec. 17, 1803 May 2, 1913 
Bel doc Allendale Mar. 5, 1914 Cancelled Oct. 28, 1933 
Belton Anderson 2,119 Dec. 19, 1855 Oct. 2, 1914 
Bennettsville Marlboro 4,895 Dec. 20, 1866 
Bethune Kershaw 620 June 11, 1900 
Bingham Dillon 101 Feb. 16, 1907 
Bishopville Lee 2,995 Dec. 24, 1888 Mar. 21, 1905 
Black's Cherokee Dec. 24, 1884 (See Black's Station and Blacksburg) 
Black's Station Cherokee Mar. 21, 1876 (See Black's and Blacksburg) 
Blacksburg Cherokee 1,917 Dec. 20, 1888 Feb. 4, 1899 
Blackstock Chester-
Fairfield 175 Feb. 22, 1873 Apr. 29, 1897 
Blackville Barnwell 1,456 Dec. 20, 1837 Changed to Clinton Dec. 19, 1849, and 
Blaney Kershaw 146 Jan. 23, 1908 back to Blackville in 1851 
Blenheim Marlboro 237 Dec. 22, 1883 I June 4, 1901 
Bluffton Beaufort 459 Dec. 16, 1852 Apr. 22, 1903 Repealed Jan. 28, 1862 
Blythewood Richland Dec. 24, 1879 
Bolen Orangeburg ** Apr. 9, 1908 
Bonneau Berkeley 493 Oct. 25, 1911 Cancelled Feb. 17, 1933 
Booker-Wash-
ington Hts. Richland Jan. 8, 1924 Revoked in 1924 
Bowman Orangeburg 799 Dec. 18, 1894 
Bradley Greenwood ** Dec. 21, 1882 Feb. 9, 1907 
Branchville Orangeburg 1,351 Dec. 21, 1858 June 7, 1897 
Apr. 22, 1905 
Brookland Lexington Dec. 24, 1894 Sept. 13, 1911 Name changed to West Columbia Apr. 
20, 1938 
Brownell Barnwell * Dec. 22, 1891 For 30 years 
Brunson Hampton 542 Mar. 3, 1874 Dec. 9, 1907 
Buford's Bridge Barnwell * Dec. 22, 1859 
Cades Williamsburg Mar. 23, 1904 Cancelled Aug. 12, 1932 
Calhoun Pickens 761 Dec. 24, 1892 Aug. 13, 1901 N arne changed to Clemson June 22, 1943 
Calhoun Falls Abbeville 1,832 Jan. 9, 1908 
Camden Kershaw 5,747 Feb. 19, 1791 
Cameron Calhoun 624 July 10, 1896 
Campobello Spartanburg 389 Feb. 9, 1882 Mar. 11, 1910 
Carlisle Union 303 Dec. 22, 1891 Mar. 15, 1898 
;:: Cartersville Darlington Nov. 1, 1900 Dissolved Jan. 27, 1933 
Caves Barnwell * Dec. 23, 1891 For 30 years 
Cayce Lexington 1,476 Sept. 7, 1914 Sept. 14, 1927 
Centenary Marion July 19, 1920 Dissolved Nov. 9, 1932 
Central Pickens 1,496 Mar. 17, 1875 Oct. 8, 1901 
Chapin Lexington 311 Dec. 24, 1889 
Chappells Newberry 195 Oct. 20, 1908 
Charleston Charleston 71,275 Aug. 13, 1783 
Cheraw Chesterfield 4,497 Dec. 20, 1820 
Chesnee Spartanburg 827 May 26, 1911 
Chester Chester 6,392 Dec. 18, 1840 
Chesterfield Chesterfield 1,263 Feb. 5, 1872 Jan. 15, 1902 
Chester Grove Chester Mar. 14, 1876 Repealed June 8, 1877 
Chitty Barnwell * Dec. 23, 1891 For 20 years 
Clarendon Sumter Dec. 15, 1899 Changed to Pinewood June 15, 1917 
Clemson Pickens 761 Jan. 3, 1947 Changed from Calhoun June 22, 1943 
Clinton Laurens 5,704 Dec. 24, 1890 Mar. 25, 1906 
Clinton ward Edgefield * Dec. 21, 1891 
Clio Marlboro 821 Feb. 4, 1882 
Clover York 3,067 Dec. 24, 1887 Dec. 9, 1904: 
Cokes bury Greenwood ** Dec. 16, 1852 Mar. 8, 1906 
Columbia Richland 62,396 Dec. 19, 1805 
SECT I ON II.-(Continued) 
CITY AND TOWN INCORPORATION DATA 
Chartered by Secretary of State 
Chartered by Under Laws of 1896 
Legislature Originally 
City-Town County Population Before 1896 Chartered Re-Chartered Notes 
Conway Horry 5,066 Dec. 22, 1883 Apr. 13, 1898 See Conwayboro 
June 14, 1906 
Conwayboro Horry Dec. 19, 1855 Changed to Conway Dec. 22, 1883 
Cope Orangeburg 280 Dec. 22, 1894 
Cordova Orangeburg 139 Aug. 19, 1914 
Coronaca Greenwood 192 Jan. 4, 1894 
Cottageville Colleton 544 July 29, 1897 Nov. 22, 1937 Cancelled 1933 
Cowpens Spartanburg 1,343 Feb. 20, 1880 Apr. 6, 1900 
Cross Anchor Spartanburg * Dec. 12, 1879 May 19, 1896 Until repealed 
Cross Hill Laurens 525 Dec. 24, 1890 May 19, 1896 
Danville Colleton June 6, 1900 Changed from Ruffin Cancelled Feb. 
2, 1933 
Darlington Darlington 6,236 Dec. 19, 1835 
~ Davis Station Clarendon Oct. 23, 1912 Cancelled Feb. 11, 1933 ~ 
Delmar Edgefield * Dec. 24, 1894 For 30 years 
Denmark Bamberg 2,056 Dec. 23, 1891 As Grahams, Dec. 22, 1885 
Dillon Dillon 3,867 Dec. 22, 1888 Apr. 4, 1901 
Donalds Abbbeville 271 Dec. 24, 1884 
Dorchester Dorchester 160 Mar. 8, 1912 Cancelled Feb. 2, 1933 
Dovesville Darlington Feb. 9, 1882 Mar. 6, 1902 Cancelled June 19, 1936 
Due West Abbeville 593 Dec. 21, 1857 As Selma Dec. 18, 1846 
Dunbar Marlboro * Dec. 18, 1894 For 30 years 
Dunbarton Barnwell 231 Sept. 21, 1910 
Duncan Spartanburg 631 Dec. 24, 1890 Aug. 15, 1896 
Easley Pickens 5,183 Mar. 17, 1874 Mar. 22, 1901 
Eastover Richland 473 Dec. 24, 1880 Mar. 7, 1907 
Eau Claire Richland 3,508 Sept. 30, 1899 Apr. 13, 1909 
Edgefield Edgefield 2,119 Dec. 18, 1830 Feb. 28, 1898 
Edgemoor Chester 217 Dec. 24, 1892 
Ehrhardt Bamberg 407 May 2, 1898 
Elko Barnwell 206 June 8, 1879 
Ellenton Aiken 532 Dec. 24, 1880 Feb. 5, 1909 
Elliott Lee 270 July 14, 1911 Cancelled Apr. 24, 1947 
Elloree Orangeburg 1,123 Dec. 20, 1892 Mar. 4, 1924 As Harlin City Dec. 23, 1880 
Estill Hampton 1,280 Sept. 8, 1905 
Eutawville Orangeburg 496 Dec. 24, 1888 Sept. 9, 1907 
Fairfax Allendale 1,379 Dec. 20, 1893 May 16, 1898 
Fair Forest Spartanburg * Jan. 4, 1894 For 30 years 
Fair Play Oconee * Dec. 23, 1889 For 30 years 
Filbert York ** Apr. 5, 1912 
Florence Florence 16,054 Mar. 9, 1871 
Forest Acres Richland 323 Sept. 24, 1935 
Foreston Clarendon 210 Dec. 26, 1885 
Fork Dillon Mar. 13, 1903 Cancelled 1933 
Fort Lawn Chester 168 Dec. 24, 1887 
Fort Madison * Dec. 24, 1887 Mar. 11, 1903 As Ben Cleveland 
Fort Mill York 2,919 Feb. 12, 1873 Oct. 11, 1907 
Fort Motte Calhoun Mar. 25, 1875 Repealed Dec. 19, 1887 
Dec. 24, 1888 Charter surrendered Jan. 30, 1925 
Fountain Inn Greenville 1,346 Dec. 24, 1886 May 3, 1911 
Frankville Anderson Dec. 24, 1913 N arne changed to West Pelzer Sept. 11, 
1918 
Fredonia Lexington * Dec. 24, 1891 For 30 years 
Frog Level Newberry Dec. 16, 1851 Changed to Prosperity Feb. 22, 1873 
Furman Hampton 380 Apr. 17, 1911 
Gaffney Cherokee 7,636 Mar. 3, 1875 
~ Gaston Lexington * Dec. 28, 1894 For 30 years 
Georgetown Georgetown 5,559 Dec. 19, 1805 
George's Station Colleton * Jan. 28, 1875 For 14 years 
Gilbert Lexington 153 May 12, 1899 Changed from Lewiedale Nov. 20, 1922 
Givhans Dorchester Oct. 19, 1906 Cancelled Feb. 2, 1933 
Glenn Springs Spartanburg 134 Dec. 26, 1885 
Gloverville Aiken * Mar. 7, 1935 Dissolved Nov. 29, 1935 
Govan Bamberg 113 Dec. 18, 1894 
Graham Williamsburg Mar. 9, 1871 Changed to Lake City Dec. 24, 1883 
Grahams Barnwell Dec. 22, 1885 Changed to Denmark Dec. 23, 1891 
Grays Jasper Oct. 28, 1913 Charter surrendered Jan. 30, 1917 
Gray Court Laurens 401 Oct. 30, 1899 
Greeleyville Williamsburg 633 Dec. 20, 1893 Mar. 6, 1914 
Greenville Greenville 34,734 Dec. 18, 1831 Feb. 14, 1907 
Greenwood Greenwood 13,020 Dec. 21, 1857 Nov. 6, 1896 
Greer Spartanburg-
Greenville 2,940 Mar. 25, 1876 Feb. 11, 1905 
Grover Dorchester Nov. 11, 1905 Cancelled Apr. 7, 1934 
Hamburg Aiken * Dec. 19, 1827 
Hampton Hampton 997 Dec. 23, 1879 As Hampton Court House 
Hammond Barnwell Dec. 23, 1891 Changed to Olar Dec. 24, 1894 
Hardeeville Beaufort-Jasper 1,361 Apr. 8, 1911 
SECTION 11.-(Continued) 
CITY AND TOWN INCORPORATION DATA 
Chartered by Secretary of State 
Chartered by 
Under Laws of 1896 
Legislature Originally 
City-Town County Population Before 1896 Chartered Re-Chartered Notes 
Harlin City Orangeburg Dec. 23, 1886 Changed to Elloree Dec. 20, 1892 
Harpers Georgetown Mar. 19, 1902 Part of Andrews 
Harleyville Dorchester 381 Dec. 20, 1893 
Hartsville Darlington 5,399 Dec. 11, 1891 Oct. 9, 1906 
Heath Springs Lancaster 570 Dec. 24, 1890 
Helena Newberry 497 May 6, 1897 
Hemingway ·williamsburg 536 June 22, 1914 
Hendersonville Colle ton Dec. 15, 1909 Cancelled Feb. 17, 1933 
Hickory Grove York 272 Dec. 24, 1888 Dec. 19, 1919 
HighPoint Laurens * For 30 years 
Hilda Barnwell 246 Nov. 8, 1910 
Hodges Greenwood 303 Feb. 12, 1873 June 17, 1901 
Holly Hill Orangeburg 1,062 Dec. 19, 1887 
Ol Honea Path Anderson 2,765 Dec. 19, 1855 Feb. 16, 1917 tf>. 
Inman Spartanburg 1,115 Dec. 22, 1882 May 27, 1922 
Irmo Lexington 230 Dec. 24, 1890 Mar. 19, 1902 
Iva Anderson 1,285 Sept. 7, 1904 
Jacksonboro Colle ton * Dec. 18, 1879 Until repealed 
Jefferson Chesterfield 547 Apr. 11, 1904 
Johnsonville Florence 464 May 24, 1913 
Johnston Edgefield 1,100 June 8, 1877 May 25, 1897 As Johnson's Turnout 
Jonesville Union 1,182 Feb. 24, 1876 Aug. 25, 1896 
Kelton Union ** Dec. 24, 1894 
Kemper Dillon Nov. 30, 1907 Cancelled Dec. 1, 1932 
Kershaw Kershaw-
Lancaster 1,264 Dec. 22, 1888 Mar. 23, 1921 
Kinards Laurens-
Newberry 234 Mar. 10, 1905 
Kingstree Williamsburg 3,182 Dec. 19, 1866 Sept. 27, 1905 
Kirkwood Kershaw Dec. 21, 1865 (Lapsed) 
Kline Barnwell 282 Mar. 30, 1904 
Knightsville Colleton * Dec. 26, 1885 
Lake City Florence 2,522 Dec. 24, 1883 Nov. 27, 1912 As Graham Mar. 3, 1874 
Lakeview Dillon 532 May 30, 1916 Feb. 26, 1907 As Pages Mill until May 13, 1916 
Lamar Darlington 921 Dec. 24, 1890 May 25, 1896 
Lancaster Lancaster 4,430 Dec. 18, 1830 Apr. 19, 1898 
Landrum Spartanburg 1,289 Dec. 24, 1883 Sept. 10, 1897 
Oct. 18, 1917 
Lane Williamsburg 297 Oct. 9, 1912 
Latta Dillon 1,334 Dec. 23, 1890 Mar. 11, 1908 
Laurens Laurens 6,894 Dec. 22, 1873 Apr. 12, 1916 
Dec. 24, 1900 
Laurensville Laurens Dec. 15, 1845 Repealed Mar. 13, 1872 
Leesville Lexington 1,217 Feb. 25, 1875 Aug. 20, 1906 
Lexington Lexington 1,033 Jan. 28, 1861 Sept. 30, 1903 
Lewiedale Lexington Dec. 25, 1885 As Gilbert Hollow Dec. 23, 1878, 
Changed to Gilbert Nov. 20, 1922 
Liberty Pickens 2,240 Mar. 2, 1876 Sept. 24, 1904 
Lincolnville Charleston 261 Dec. 24, 1889 June 12, 1916 
Lisbon Darlington Mar. 13, 1872 Repealed Dec. 12, 1879 
Little Mountain Newberry 251 Dec. 24, 1890 June 25, 1924 
LittleRock Marion Mar. 9, 1872 Feb. 27, 1911 Repealed Jan. 31, 1882 
Dec. 19, 1887 Cancelled 1933 
Livingston Orangeburg 178 Dec. 19, 1892 
Lodge Colleton 242 Mar. 23, 1899 
Loris Horry 1,238 July 26, 1902 
g Lowndesville Abbeville 201 Dec. 21, 1839 Feb. 20, 1897 
Lowrys Chester 315 Dec. 28, 1907 
Lucknow Lee Mar. 30, 1897 Cancelled Mar. 18, 1933 
Luray Hampton 162 Dec. 23, 1891 Mar. 26, 1904 
Lydia Darlington Aug. 20, 1913 Dissolved Nov. 11, 1913 
Lynchburg Lee 382 Dec. 22, 1859 May 17, 1915 Apr. 8, 1905 Dissolved Nov. 1, 1932 
McBee Chesterfield 587 Oct. 8, 1901 
McClellanville Charleston 431 Aug. 3, 1926 
McColl Marlboro 2,391 Dec. 23, 1890 July 20, 1909 
McConnells York 263 Sept. 14, 1906 
McCormick McCormick 1,456 Dec. 22, 1882 May 7, 1913 
Madison Oconee Dec. 22, 1889 Repealed Dec. 23, 1889, also cancelled 
by special Act Feb. 17, 1933 
Magnolia Sumter Mar. 18, 1878 Repealed Dec. 24, 1879 
Mallory Dillon Nov. 9, 1910 Cancelled Apr. 20, 1932 
Manning Clarendon 2,381 Jan. 28, 1861 Mar. 15, 1904 
Marion Marion 5,746 Dec. 17, 1847 Feb. 21, 1905 
Martin's Depot Dec. 23, 1885 Repealed Dec. 24, 1891 
Maryville Berkeley 498 Dec. 22, 1888 July 30, 1910 Cancelled May 21, 1936 
Mauldin Greenville * Dec. 24, 1890 Feb. 14, 1910 
Mayesville Sumter ** Feb. 13, 1874 
Meggett Charleston *1,500 Jan. 9, 1905 
SECTION 11.-(Continued) 
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Chartered by Secretary of State 
Chartered by Under Laws of 1896 
Legislature Originally 
City-Town County Population Before 1896 Chartered Re-Chartered Notes 
Meyers Barnwell * Dec. 24, 1891 
Midway Barnwell * Jan. 8, 1872 For 14 years 
Modoc McCormick * Dec. 15, 1885 Oct. 2, 1911 
Monie Barnwell * Dec. 24, 1890 For 30 years 
Moncks Corner Berkeley 1,165 Dec. 26, 1885 Dec. 15, 1909 
Monetta Aiken -Saluda 242 Apr. 27, 1905 
Montmorenci Aiken May 17, 1897 Cancelled July 20, 1932 
Moore Spartanburg ** Nov. 22, 1909 
Morris Barnwell * Dec. 22, 1891 For 30 years 
Moultrieville Charleston Dec. 17, 1817 
Mt. Carmel McCormick 114 Dec. 24, 1885 Aug. 4, 1906 
Mt. Croghan Chesterfield 209 Oct. 23, 1911 
Mount Pleasant Charleston 1,698 Dec. 21, 1837 
0"< Mountville Laurens 139 Dec. 17, 1894 o:> 
Mullins Marion 4,392 Mar. 4, 1872 Feb. 2, 1904 
Myrtle Beach Horry 1,597 Mar. 12, 1938 
Neeses Orangeburg 364 Aug. 14, 1903 
Newberry Newberry 7,510 Dec. 20, 1832 
New England 
City Berkeley * Dec. 15, 1892 Until amended or repealed 
NewPort York * Dec. 24, 1890 For 30 years 
Nichols Marion June 18, 1896 
Ninety Six Greenwood May 27, 1905 
Norris Pickens Oct. 16, 1909 
North Anderson Anderson Feb. 20, 1929 
North Augusta Aiken Apr. 11, 1906 Sept. 13, 1920 
North Mullins Marion 290 May 13, 1935 
Norway Orangeburg 488 Dec. 20, 1893 As Prewitts Dec. 16, 1891 
Olanta Florence 515 June 1, 1908 
Olar Bamberg 528 Dec. 24, 1894 As Hammond Dec. 23, 1891 
Orangeburg Orangeburg 10,521 Dec. 17, 1831 Aug. 10, 1904 
Pacolet Spartanburg 352 May 6, 1896 
Pageland Chesterfield 989 Jan. 11, 1908 
Pages Mill Dillon Feb. 26, 1907 Changed to Lakeview May 13, 191G 
Pamplico Florence 555 Dec. 1, 1916 
Parksville McCormick 168 Dec. 26, 1884 
Parler Orangeburg * May 5, 1908 
Patrick Chesterfield 270 Nov. 22, 1906 
Paxville Clarendon 194 Dec. 12, 1905 
Peak Newberry 147 Feb. 19, 1880 As Peaks Station 
Peck's Berkeley * Dec. 17, 1889 For 30 years 
Pelion Lexington 212 Sept. 12, 1912 
Pendleton Anderson 1,278 Dec. 20, 1832 May 29, 1929 
Perry Aiken 141 Dec. 20, 1888 
Pickens Pickens 1,637 Dec. 17, 1847 July 6, 1908 
Pinewood Sumter 456 Dec. 15, 1899 Changed from Clarendon June 15, 1917 
Pleasant Hill Lancaster * Dec. 24, 1890 For 30 years 
Plum Branch McCormick 142 June 18, 1908 
Pomaria Newberry 263 Jan. 1, 1903 
Port Harrelson Horry * Feb. 8, 1875 
Port Royal Beaufort 342 Mar. 9, 1874 Mar. 11, 1932 
Pregnalls Dorchester Aug. 17, 1914 Cancelled Feb. 2, 1933 
Pre witts Orangeburg Dec. 16, 1891 Changed to Norway Dec. 20, 1892 
Princeton Greenville-
Laurens 167 Dec. 24, 1887 
Prosperity Newberry 719 Feb. 22, 1873 July 5, 1898 As Frog Level Dec. 16, 1851 
~ RedRiver York 324 May 5, 1927 Dissolved Aug. 30, 1940 
Reevesville Dorchester 217 Mar. 11, 1875 Mar. 16, 1905 
Reidville Spartanburg 214 Dec. 22, 1859 Feb. 15, 1918 
Richburg Chester 183 Dec. 24, 1889 
Ridgeland Jasper 1,021 Dec. 24, 1894 Nov. 13, 1900 
Ridge Spring Saluda 661 Dec. 23, 1882 Aug. 23, 1897 
Ridgeville Dorchester 593 Feb. 23, 1875 July 20, 1897 
Ridgeway Fairfield 408 Mar. 10, 1875 May 9, 1896 
RockHill York 15,009 Feb. 26, 1870 
Rosses Colleton * Dec. 24, 1892 For 30 years 
Rowesville Orangeburg 402 Feb. 9, 1876 
Ruby Chesterfield 337 Sept. 5, 1902 
Ruffin Colleton June 6, 1900 Changed to Danville, cancelled Feb. 2, 
1933 
Rumph ville Colle ton Dec. 26, 1885 Repealed Dec. 22, 1886 
St. George Dorchester 1,908 Dec. 23, 1889 Mar. 3, 1911 
St. Matthews Calhoun 2,187 Mar. 24, 1876 Aug. 1, 1905 As Lewisville Feb. 28, 1872 
St. Stephens Berkeley 1,185 Mar. 9, 1871 May 20, 1913 
Salley Aiken 443 Dec. 19, 1887 Feb. 6, 1918 
Saluda Saluda 1,516 Feb. 10, 1897 
Scotia Hampton 238 Dec. 19, 1892 June 16, 1906 
Scranton Florence 438 Feb. 13, 1874 June 19, 1898 
SECTION 11.-(Continued) 
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Seaview City Charleston * Dec. 20, 1881 Until repealed 
Seiglingville Allendale 43 Dec. 23, 1891 As Seigling 
Sellers Dillon-Marion 681 July 1, 1905 
Selma Abbeville Dec. 18, 1846 Changed to Due West Dec. 21, 1857 
Seneca Oconee 2,155 Mar. 14, 1874 May 10, 1899 
Shandon Richland * Mar. 8, 1904 
Sharon York 388 Dec. 24, 1889 Mar. 24, 1920 
Sheldon Beaufort Dec. 30, 1914 Cancelled Mar. 9, 1934 
Shiloh Sumter * Feb. 9, 1882 Until amended, altered or repealed 
Seivern Aiken * Dec. 23, 1889 For 30 years 
Silver Clarendon July 23, 1912 Cancelled Feb. 11, 1933 
Silverstreet Newberry 146 Nov. 1, 1910 
Simpsonville Greenville 1,298 Dec. 9, 1889 May 21, 1923 
Ct 
Smithville Charleston * Mar. 4, 1872 Until amended, altered, or repealed 00 
Six Mile Pickens 152 Dec. 15, 1910 
Smoaks Colleton 168 Dec. 16, 1912 
Smyrna York 133 Jan. 5, 1895 
Snelling Barnwell 128 Aug. 4, 1906 
Society Hill Darlington 687 Dec. 24, 1880 Sept. 2, 1926 As Society Hill Depot, repealed Dec. 
22, 1883 
Solum Union * Dec. 24, 1890 Sept. 9, 1907 For 14 years, surrendered Jan. 19, 1916 
Spartanburg Spartanburg 32,249 Dec. 17, 1831 Dec. 14, 1901 
Springfield Orangeburg 786 Dec. 19, 1887 
Spring Hill Lexington * Dec. 24, 1889 For 30 years 
Starr Anderson 349 Dec. 24, 1889 May 18, 1905 
Summerton Clarendon 958 Dec. 24, 1889 Mar. 30, 1921 
Summerville Dorchester 3,023 Dec. 17, 184 7 Jan. 25, 1906 
Summit Lexington 73 Dec. 15, 1892 May 15, 1901 
Sumter Sumter 15,874 Mar. 9, 1871 As Sumterville Dec. 15, 1845 
Swansea Lexington 950 Dec. 19, 1892 Feb. 8, 1905 
Switzer Spartanburg * Dec. 1, 1910 
Sycamore Allendale 324 Dec. 24, 1891 
Tatum Marlboro 181 Dec. 22, 1885 
Timmonsville Florence 1,979 Mar. 16, 1897 
Mar. 13, 1913 
Tirzah York * Dec. 24, 1888 For 30 years 
Totness Orangeburg * Dec. 20, 1850 For 30 years 
Townville Anderson Mar. 13, 1872 Mar. 1, 1902 Cancelled Apr. 4, 1932 
Travellers Rest Greenville * Dec. 23, 1891 For 30 years 
Trenton Edgefield 408 Dec. 20, 1877 June 22, 1903 
Trio Williamsburg Dec. 24, 1890 June 25, 1914 Cancelled Feb. 10, 1933 
Troy Greenwood 224 Dec. 21, 1882 Apr. 10, 1907 
Turbeville Clarendon 234 Aug.18, 1914 
Ulmers Allendale 169 Dec. 22, 1891 
Union Union 8,478 Dec. 20, 1837 Aug. 15, 1907 
Vance Orangeburg 125 Dec. 18, 1891 Apr. 31, 1921 
Varnville Hampton 917 Dec. 24, 1880 
Verdery Greenwood * Dec. 24, 1887 For 30 years 
Wagener Aiken 588 Dec. 20, 1888 Feb. 21, 1908 
Walhalla Oconee 2,820 Dec. 19, 1855 Oct. 19, 1901 
Walterboro Colleton 3,373 Dec. 20, 1826 Feb. 1, 1910 
Walters Darlington * Changed from Cartersville Dec. 23, 1887 
Wards Saluda 204 Oct. 18, 1897 
Waterloo Laurens 150 Dec. 15, 1885 
Wellford Spartanburg 454 Dec. 9, 1882 Mar. 17, 1911 
West Columbia Lexington 1,744 Dec. 24, 1894 Sept. 13, 1911 As Brookland name changed to West 
0< Columbia Apr. 20, 1938 <:0 
West Greenville Greenville 2,233 Nov. 13, 1914 
Westminster Oconee 2,014 Mar. 17, 1875 Dec. 31, 1907 
'Vest Pelzer Anderson 448 Dec. 13, 1913 N arne changed from Franklinville 
Sept. 11, 1918 
West Union Oconee 449 Feb. 26, 1870 July 21, 1900 
Westville Kershaw * Dec. 23, 1889 Until amended or repealed 
White Rock Richland 141 Dec. 24, 1890 
Whitmire Newberry 3,272 Dec. 18, 1891 Dec. 2, 1919 
Williams Colle ton 218 Apr. 16, 1914 
Williamston Anderson 2,509 Dec. 16, 1852 Mar. 15, 1898 
Sept. 9, 1916 
Willington McCormick Nov. 25, 1897 Dissolved Feb. 24, 1933 
Williston Barnwell 1,107 Dec. 21, 1858 May 23, 1905 
Windsor Aiken 151 Dec. 15, 1885 
Winnsboro Fairfield 3,181 Dec. 19, 1816 Mar. 3, 1903 
Woodford Orangeburg 211 Dec. 22, 1891 Mar. 23, 1906 
Woodruff Spartanburg 3,508 Mar. 14, 1874 Feb. 1, 1908 
Wrightsville * Mar. 9, 1871 
Yemassee Beaufort-
Hampton 684 Aug. 20, 1904 July 11, 1924 
SECTION 11.-(Continued) 
CITY AND TOWN INCORPORATION DATA 
City-Town County Population 
York York 3,495 
Yorkville York 
** Places not listed as incorporated by the Census. 
Chartered by Secretary of State 
Under Laws of 1896 Chartered by ____________ _ 
Legislature Originally 
Before 1896 Chartered Re-Chartered 
Dec. 17, 1841 May 17, 1900 
Dec. 17, 1841 May 17, 1900 
* Places not regarded as incorporated by the Census or South Caroli na Tax Commission. 
Notes 
As Yorkville, name changed to York 
May 28, 1915 
N arne changed to York May 28, 1915 
SECTION Ill. 
TABLE C 
POLITICAL REPRESENTATION BY COUNTIES-SOUTH CAROLINA ASSEMBLY 
County Senators Representatives County Senators Representatives 
Abb,lle 1 2 Hampton 1 1 
Aike 1 3 Horry 1 3 
Allendale 1 1 Jasper 1 1 
Anderson 1 6 Kershaw 1 2 
Bamberg 1 1 Lancaster 1 2 
Barnwell 1 1 Laurens 1 3 
Beaufort 1 2 Lee 1 2 
Berkeley 1 2 Lexington 1 2 
Calhoun 1 1 Marion 1 2 
Charleston 1 8 Marlboro 1 2 
Cherokee 1 2 McCormick 1 1 
Chester 1 2 Newberry 1 2 
Chesterfield 1 2 Oconee 1 2 
Clarendon 1 2 Orangeburg 1 4 
Colle ton I 1 2 Pickens 1 2 
Darlington 1 3 Richland 1 7 
Dillon 1 2 Saluda 1 1 
Dorchester 1 1 Spartanburg 1 8 
Edgefield 1 1 Sumter 1 3 
Fairfield 1 2 Union 1 2 
Florence 1 5 Williamsburg 1 3 
Georgetown 1 2 York 1 4 
Greenville 1 9 
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POLITICAL REPRESENTATION BY COUNTIES 
JUDICIAL CIRCUITS OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
FIRST CIRCUIT: 
Calhoun, Dorchester, Orangeburg 
SECOND CIRCUIT: 
Aiken, Bamberg, Barnwell 
THIRD CIRCillT: 
Clarendon, Lee, Sumter, Williamsburg 
FOURTH CIRCUIT: 




Chester, Fairfield, Lancaster, York 
SEVENTH CIRCUIT: 
. Cherokee, Spartanburg, Union 
EIGHTH CIRCUIT: 






Edgefield, Lexington, McCormick, Saluda 
TWELFTH CIRCUIT: 




Allendale, Beaufort, Colleton, Hampton, Jasper 
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SECTION IV. 
COUNTY INFORMATION 
AREA, POPULATION, TIMBERLANDS 
%of Area 1940 1943 %of 
County Total Area Timbered Population* Population** Whites 
Abbeville 326,400 51 22,931 20,433 57.5 
Aiken 704,000 67 49,916 55,973 58.1 
Allendale 278,400 68 13,040 12,239 27.8 
Anderson 485,120 33 88,712 82,739 73.6 
Bamberg 242,560 54 18,643 17,334 39.4 
Barnwell 334,080 49 20,138 18,039 37.3 
Beaufort 449,280 77 22,037 22,958 32.9 
Berkeley 769,920 91 27,128 28,128 35.3 
Calhoun ~50,240 59 16,229 14,677 26.9 
Charleston 590,720 81 121,105 182,544 50.8 
Cherokee 240,000 43 33,290 31,652 76.6 
Chester 378,880 49 32,579 30,509 52.0 
Chesterfield 535,680 68 35,963 34,087 61.9 
Clarendon 409,600 66 31,500 28,695 28.3 
Colleton 718,080 81 26,268 26,789 46.6 
Darlington 387,200 60 45,198 46,037 50.1 
Dillon 301,440 66 29,625 27,125 52.4 
Dorchester 392,320 84 19,928 23,252 42.6 
Edgefield 331,520 62 17,894 17,206 36.9 
Fairfield 451,840 71 24,187 21,719 38.1 
Florence 476,160 63 70,582 71,668 54.7 
Georgetown 529,920 94 26,352 29,406 41.7 
Greenville 487,040 54 136,580 148,497 77.7 
Greenwood 302,720 55 40,083 41,508 62.9 
Hampton 328,320 72 17,465 17,699 42.2 
Horry 741,120 82 51,951 53,304 73.0 
Jasper 381,440 84 11,011 9,859 35.9 
Kershaw 429,440 63 32,913 33,700 46.6 
Lancaster 329,600 62 33,542 28,975 66.0 
Laurens 441,600 50 44,185 39,206 63.0 
Lee 261,760 51 24,908 21,197 34.5 
Lexington 475,520 72 35,994 38,556 75.2 
McCormick 246,400 68 10,367 9,065 32.1 
Marion 338,560 78 30,107 30,371 44.2 
Marlboro 332,160 60 33,281 31,682 46.1 
Newberry 398,720 58 33,577 32,106 57.6 
Oconee 416,000 66 36,512 33,499 84.2 
Orangeburg 723,840 58 63,707 64,654 37.4 
Pickens 338,560 62 37,111 37,113 86.8 
Richland 489,600 72 104,843 118,361 59.6 
Saluda 278,400 56 17,192 15,388 55.5 
Spartanburg 489,600 36 127,733 136,927 76.1 
Sumter 408,320 59 52,463 58,310 35.6 
Union 314,880 53 31,360 30,969 64.1 
Williamsburg 564,480 74 41,011 34,214 34.5 
York 415,360 43 58,663 60,234 63.8 
--
State Total 19,516,800 1,899,804 1,966,602 
* 1940 Census 
**War Ration Books issued June 1, 1943 
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